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INTRODUCTION

Noise, "unwanted sound," has been a problem throughout the

history of the human race. The increasing use of noise producing

machinery concurrent w_th vastly greater magnitudes of sound gen-

erated therefrom (of which aviation systems are a classic case)

has resulted in the noise problem increasing to a point of major

environmental concern. The relations between noise and man with

respect [o his health (well heinE) and welfare (in its broadest

sense) are extremely complex. These are discussed in considerable

detail in the EPA document, "Public ]Zealth and Welfare Criteria

for Nolse," issued by the EPA under Section 5 of the Noise Control

Act of 1972. As discussed in that document the effects of noise

cover a wide range of h_nan response, including that (the most

severe) of permanent lmpalrment of hearing; interference with the

ability to comunlcate or undertake duslred hearing tasks; annoy-

ance of varying degree, and other vague and difficult to define

reactions. A major conslderatlon wlth regard to noise as an

environmental problem, aed one having considerable importance in

.. regurd to avlacion noise, is that hearlng is one of nmn°s main

sensory contacts with his environment (being second only to vfslon

in that regard), A part of the reaction to aircraft noise may be

(and by many authorities is so considered) attributed to a number

of connotations, such as fearp or social antagonism, in the P_ess-

age" interpreted by its listener.

Aircraft/airport noise Is not a new problem for the United
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States. Virtually from the dawn of aviation, there have been com-

plaints regarding aircraft noise. It was recognized early that

noise from oircrsft engines could nffeet the |tearing of pilots and

ground crew p_rsonnel, as evidenced by the fact that one of the

earliest investigations conducted by the Aero Medical Laboratory

of the Amy Air Corps, durinE World War I, related to aviators f

hearing (_). One of the _arliest recorded official noise complaints,

related to _ircraft operations, occurred in 1928 st which time a

fa_mer wrote to the Postmaster General stating that low flying air-

croft were disrupting egs prsduction C2_.

Until World War II, air transportation in the civil sector

developed at a very slow rote. During World War II, the extensive

utilization of _litazT aircraft for passenger and freight trans-

portation provided a. impetus to the aviation industry which laid

the basis for the spectacular postlcar grmcth of corfl_ercial trans-

portation which has continued until the present tl_e.

In 19461 the National Advisory Comittes for Aeronautics (NACA -

now _nfolded into the National Aeronautics and Space Ad_nistration -

NASA), the _r Transport Association _nd the Aerospace Industries

/_sociated were invited by the Civil Aeronautics Ad_nistration

(C_A) to partieipa_e in a Joint approach to the noise problem which

"threatens to unde_ine aviation progress" (2).

Noise from reciprocating englne, propeller driven aircraft was
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of _ulJor concern to the military in the World War II time period.

Numerous studies were conducted by the U.S. Air Force on this

problem in the period 1948 to 1951. Of considerable significance

were those relating to noise levels resulting from the operation

of B-36 aircraft. These studies showed that levels between 70dB

to 120 dg (overall sound pressure levels) were experienced through-

out an area of 144 square miles, under the takeoff and approach

zonesp when these large aircraft operated.

In apparent anticipation of the seriousness of Jet aircraft

noise, as compared with the already recognized propeller noise

problem, the Port of New York Authority issued a regulation in

1951 forbidding landing or takeoff of Jets_ without permission

from the Authority (3). Early in 1952, the problem of noise re-

sulted in action within the air transport industry to develop a

"National Air Transport Coordinating Committee" to consider pro-

blema of aircraft noise dn the New York area.

The introduction of high performance, Jet engine powered air-

craft into military use preceded their entry into civil aviation

by a considerable period of time (approximately 12 years). By 1952,

the noise problem associated with military Jet aircraft had grown

to such proportions in regard to the reactions of civilian

co=nunities that the U.S. Air Force issued a special pamphlet '_ir

Force Pamphlet 32-2-I, Noise Guide for Air Base Colanders."

Various elements of the Department of Defense had instituted tom-
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prehenslve research programs aimed at trying to develop both

noise suppression techniques associated with the engines as welZ

as protective measures for milltary personnel and civilian

communities dlreetly adjacent to military Installations.

There have been many additional studies over the past 25

years that have echoed the foregoing concern. These included the

1965 studies of the Office of Science and Technology Jet Air-

craft Noi_ Panel, the 1970 Joint DOT/NASA Civil Aviation Resenrch

and Development S_udy - CARD, the 1971 Environmental Protection

Agency Report to the President and Congress on Noise under Title

ZV, P.L. 91-604 and the report of the Aviation Advisory Commission,

established by Congress under P.L. 91-258.

Against this background of intensive inquiry and concern

about noise, since 1946, civil aviation has indeed grown in a

most remarkable manner. There are presentZy approximately 2000

large Jet propelled aircraft operating in the U.S. fleet, compared

with none in 1957 (4_. In 1972_ these aircraft served an average

of almost 500 indlvldualmaJor terminals and carried approximately

190,000,000 passengers. In 1946, hy comparison, there were only

65 alrports at which Jet aircraft were operating, with a then

"optlmls_ic estimate" that by 1969 Jet service wouZd be available

at a totaZ of 134 locations. Information available from the

FederaZ Aviation Administration (FAA) indicates that in addition

to the current air carrier fleet_ there are approxlwately 130,000
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other aircraft of all types in use by air taxi services, corpora-

tions, personal business and private use, which provide trans-

portation annually for another 50 million or so persons. Even

better appreciation of the order of magnitude of the growth of

air travel can perhaps he obtained by a comparison of the

co_Inercial airlines revenue growth in revenue passenger miles.

In 1950, there were approximately 8 billion revenue passenger

miles provided by the domestic commercial air carriers, repre-

senting travel by some 17 m/lllon passengers. In 1972, the

total had grown to 152 billion revenue passenger miles with the

growth in numbers of passengers to 190 million.

The impact of this sharp increase in air traffic in terms

of takeoffs and landings is also highly significant. In 1972, as

an example, according to preliminary data of the FAA, there were

approxlmatel F 660,000 takeoffs and landings at 0'Hare Airport in

Chicago, the Nation's busiest terminal. The faster, more comfort-

i able mode of transportation represented by high performance

commercial _ets has undoubtedly contributed to the growth in

utilisation of the Air Transportation System both for passengers

and freight. The economic competition of this mode of transporta-

tion with others has also resulted in a high utilization by ever

increasing segments of the public. The concurrent increase in

the size of the noise impact, in terms of numbers of people ex-

posed and its severity, occurred at a greater rate than the

'. apparent ability of efther governmental entities or the industry

-5-
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to anticipate and then cope wlth the problem in an effective sense.

This situation led to the enactment of Section 7 of the Noise Control

Act of 1972,

It should also be noted that the growth of aviation in the

United States (and worldwide) has coincided with the major expan-

sion of metropolitan areas served by air transportation both in

size and population. This expansion has resulted in an increase

in types _d severity of many other environmental problems (a

situation not restricted to noise alone) such as air and water

pollutloh. Concurrent expansion of problems has resulted D

in many instances, from a lack of exercise, by the many govern-

mental Jurisdictions, of their authorities such as zoning, or

other powers. This has all too often resulted in sharp increases

in residentlal populatlons _mmediately adjacent to the major air

termlnsls. It is frultless at this late date to attempt to

flnd "culprits" but it is likewise significant to highlight the

fact that as early as 1964, there were warnings regarding the need

for local communlty or state actions with regard to this issue (5),

In spite of the recurring forecasts of increasing aviation

noise impact, and a substantial investment in aviation noise con-

trol research and development in the Federal and private sector,

the avlatdon noise problem had_ because of a comblnatlon of the

wide variety of influences, grown to major proportions by the

time of the 1971, Title IV, EPA Report on Noise, Approximately 15
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million persons are presently Impncted by aviation noise in che

United States, and in spite of the introduction of quieter new

nlrcraft, the number will continue to be of major proportion

until the mld 19801s unless aggressive action is taken, The

adverse effects of this noise range from annoyance to the possi-

bility of hearing damage. These effects have resulted in numerous

law suits andp in some cases, have prevented expansion of existing

alrporte or construction of new ones,

It is evident that there is a need to mobilize available

resources and technology, including those of providing newer nnd

quieter alrcraft for the future, to deal with this problem in

n coordinated tlme-phased fashion, By enacting the Noise Control

Act of 1972p Congress provided the Adalnistrstor of EPAwith

_ authority Co coordinate Federnl noise control activities, Federal

renenrch and development reiated to noisej and to provide technieal

nn8istanee to Statee in the nrea o£ model codes and laws. _res_

!_ _n_ t_s _st_ n mean_ t_ int_grnt_ t_ _ti_itie_ _ t_

_n_str_t_r _ t_e _i_n _trn_ _t_ t_o_e _ t_ _AA _n_

t_ _rn_ _ti_ _et_ _ _ _t_er _er_ _e_i_e_ s_ n_

_S_ to s_oe_e_te n _r_ _rogrn_ _ _o_re_tion_

However, if noise levels protective of the public health and

welfare nr_ to be achieved around the Nation's airports in the

near future, it will be necessary to establish n Federal regulntory

progra_ whlch effectively combines Fedsrnl controls on _Ircrnft

_lIEht procedures, _echnoloF_, and noise control options available

to airport operators and local Jurisdictions.



me present study is par_ of that action, and results from

the requirements of the Nolse Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-

574) in Section 7(a), which directs the Environmental Protection

Agency as follows:

"The Ad_nlstrator, after consultation with appropriate

Federal, State, and local agencies and interested persons,

shall conduct a study of the (I) adequacy of Federal Aviation

Administration flight and operational noise controls; (2)

adequacy of noise emission standards on new and existing

aircraft, together with recommendatlons on the rotrofittlng

and phaseout of existing aircraft; (3) _mpllcatlons of

identifying and achieving levels of cumulative noise eXposure

around airports; and (4) additional measures available to

: i airport operators and local governments to control aircraft

noise. He shall report on such study to the Comities on

i_ Interstate and Foreign Co_mnerce of =he House of Representatives

and the Committee on Co_erce and Public Works of the Senate

wlth_n nine months after tiJ_date of the enactment of this

Act •"

Under Section 7(c) of the Act, not earlier than the date of

submission of the report to Congress, EPA is to submit to FAA

"proposed regulations to provide such control and abatement of air-

craft noise and sonic boom (includin$ control and abatement through

the exercise of any of the FAA's regulatory authority over air
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commerce or transportation or over aircraft or a_rport operations)

as EPA determines is necessary to protect the public health and

welfare."

The descriptive material on health and welfare contained in

i the Criteria Doett_ent and tbe Environmental Noise Effects Document

required by Section 5 of the Noise Control Act will be considered

by the Agency in developing eucb proposals. This present report

i on the studies undertaken by the Agency is the first step in the

i regulation process established in the Noise Control Act.

The study to develop the Section 7(a) report has been carried

out through a partielpatory and eonsultlve pracese involving a

Task Force made up of six cask groups. The membership of the six

task groups was formed by sending invitations to organizations

representing the various sectors of interest. These included other

Federal agencies, organizations representing State and local govenm-

_nts, environmental and const_mer action groups, professional

societies, air traffic controllers, pilots, airport proprietors,

airlines, users of general aviation aircraft, and alrctaft and

engine manufacturers. A press release was distributed concerning

the study, and additlooal Indlvldua_e and organizations expressing

interest were asked to participate. Written inputs £rom others,

including all citizen aircraft noise complaint letters received

during the period of the study, were called to the attention of

appropriate task group leaders and placed in the public master file

for reference.

-9-
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A plenary session of the Task Force was held on Februnry 15,

1973. Each of the task groups then held 4 to 6 working meetings

£or the duration of the study. As a result of these meetings and

a final plenary session on June 21 and 22p 1973, reports were

developed which represent the consolidated, but not unanimous,

opinions, suggestions and specific data inputs from the participating

task group members.

Each report includes the membership llst for the task group

and a lint of the master file documents collected during the study

effort. The file was maintained throughout the study for the

use of task group members and other interested persons, and will

continue to be maintained for public reference at the Office of

Noise Control Programs, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington

D.C. 20460.

i

The reports of the six task groups are entitled:

o "Legal and Institutional Analysis of Aircraft
and Airport Noise and Apportionment of Authority
between Federal, State and Local Governments"

o "OperatlonsAnalysls IncludlngMonitorlng,
Enforcement, Safety, and Costs"

o "Impact Characterization of Noise Including

Implications of Identlfylng and Achieving Levels
of Cumulative Noise Exposure"

o "Noise Source Abatement Technology and Cost
Anslysis Including Retrofittlng"

o "Review and Analysls of Present and Planned
FAA Noise Regulatory Actions and their

Consequences Regarding Aircraft and Airport
Operations"

! -10-



o '_/litary Aircraft and Airport Noise and
Opportunities for Reduction without In-
hlbltion of Nllltary Missions"

The reports of the task groups' studles ere the results of the

efforts of a unique gathering of interested persons, experts and

concerned citizens, representing a wide spectrum of interest in

the development of an expeditious and effective resolution of

the Aircraft/alrport noise problem. The reports of the task

: groups do not reflect official policy statements of the Environ-

ment_/ Protection Agencys but should be viewed as an effort to

i obtain as much information on all aspects and views on the

subject as was possible within the time period available. They

have provided most of the basic information for the analysis of

the alrcraf_/alrport noise problem. They will be considered by

the Agentys together with other data such as that developed for

the EPA Title IV Report to the President and Congress on Noise

and in the pabllc hearings held by the Agency assoclated with that

_ report, ths Report of the Aviation Advisory Commission, and such

additional information as becomes available, in preparing the de-

tall support for the proposed r.-_.l_tlons to be uuhmlttcd to the

Federal Aviatlon A_inlstretlon under Section 7(Q) ¸o_ the Act.

Copies of the individual Task Group Study Reports will be

available at the EPA Regioanl Offices and in the publl= master

file of the Office of Noise Aba_ement and Control. They will

become avsilable for purchase later in 1973 from the Superin-

tendent of Documents, U.g. Government Printing Office, Washingten,

0.C. 20402.
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In the followin 8 four sections, the essentials of the infor-

mation relevant to the four specific areas called for in Section

7(a) of the Noise Control Act of 1972 are discussed. In effect,

the Agency has conducted, for the Congress, a technological re-

assessment of the areas of concern stated in the Act. The final

Section of this report provides a summary of the principal find-

i_gs of the study and of the pla_s for regulatory proposals to

satisfy the further continuing requirements of the Act, not only

with reference to Section 7 but as they relate to the larger

responslbilltles of dealing with the problems of aviatlon and air-

port noise in accordance _th other authorities of the Act.

,r

/
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SECTION 1

ADEQUACY 0F FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION FLIGHT AND

OPERATIONAL NOISE CONTROLS

Based on this Agency's studies, it appears chat existing FAA

flight and operational controls* do not adequately protect the public

health and welfare from alrcraft noise. Since the existing controls

do not consider Cite levels of noise to which people are exposed

or the nurser of people so exposed. Although existing regulations

have been useful,'Insofsr as they accomplish some noise reduction

without having to change the air traffic control system, the in-

formation available to EPA indlcates that there are additional

flight and operational procedures which could contribute co the

protection of the public health and welfare.

r
* The FAA has adopted two Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR's)
and two AdvlsoryCirculars (AC's) related to fllght and operatlonal
noise controls, (Advisory Circulars inform the avlaclon publlc of
nonregulatory material of interest. They are not binding as are
regulations.)

These are:

o FAR 91.55 prohibits flight at speeds in excess of Math I and
thereby prevents the occurrence of sonic booms unless a specific
authorlzaClon is given.

o FAR 91.87 regulates operaClon at airports with operacln S
control towers, FAR 91.87(d) and (f) spemi£y that the minimum

altitude for tsrblne powered or large aircraft is 1500 feec
above the surface of the airport except when lower altitudes are
necessary for takeoff or landing. FAR 97.87(d) further requires
thac such aircraft when approaching to land remain on or above

the glide slope (if available). In addlClon FAR 91.87(8) re-
quires pilots of these alrcraft to use, whenever possible, the
preferential noise abatement runways designated by FAA. (Footnote

continued on psse 15.)

-14-



Flight and operational noise controls alone, however, cannot

be expected to totally resolve the noise problem. At best, they

must be considered as only one element of what must be a more

comprehensive plan which also includes controls on the source of

the noise, the number and time of day of flights, and the location

of people exposed to noise.

Implicit in this discussion is the fact that flight safety is

of paramount importance in developing flight and operational noise

controls. It is the FAAIs legal responsibility to ensure that

o AC 90-59 describes the FAA "Keep-em-High" program wherein
controllers issue clearances to keep high performance aircraft as

high as possible as long as possible (I). This program was
initially introduced for the purpose of collision avoidance, but
it also provides some noise relief by preventing unnecessary low
altitude flight. The program is not regulatory in nature, al-
though pilots must follOW clearances once accepted. The Keep-em-

High program does not require the use of any specific noise
abatement takeoff or approach procedure.

o AC 9|-36 encourages pilots flying in visual weather conditions
to malntaln at least 2000 feet altitude above noise sensitive

areas (2).

In addition to the above system-wlde controls, there are specific
noise abatement procedures in effect at Washington National Air-
port, which is operated by the FAA. There the airlines use a thrust

reduction during climbout from a point 3 nautical miles northbound
or 4 nautical miles southbound until reaching an altitude of 6,000
feet or a distance of 10 nautical miles, whichever occurs first.
Aircraft on approach must follow the Potomac River. A Jet curfew

is in effect from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. Only certain types of aircraft
are permitted to use the adrport (the largest being Boelug 727's),
and trip lengths are limited to 650 miles with exceptions for non-
stop flights to 7 cities within 1,000 miles (3,4,5).

-15-



flight and operational procedures are consistent with the highest

degree of safety, and EPA, therefore, cannot conclude that specific

flight and operational noise controls are either safe or unsafe.

This Agency has, however, studied a number of noise abatement flight

procedures which the Aaency believes _rit consideration for rule-

making or implementation by the FAA.

The discussion which follows is b_sed primarily on the data

contained in the EPA alrcraft/alrport noise study report (6),

-16-



Takeoff

There are at least two distinct types of takeoff noise problems:

noise alongside the runway and noise under the cl_mbout flight path.

They are distinct in that reducln S one generally results in increas-

ing the other.* For most airports, the ellmbout noise is more

critical, hut there are some locations where sidellne noise is the

dominant departure problem** (7).

At present there are no FAA controls relating to noise abate-

ment takeoff procedures. Sere are, howeverp several different

noise abatement takeoff procedures employed by various segments

of the aviation industry, Each of these procedures provides noise

benefits for different areas in relation to the departure runway.

Unfortunately, at the present time, (except at Washington National

Airport), the actual location of noise sensitive areas is not

considered in selecting the takeoff procedure.

For resldcntlal arsas vary far from the airport (more than

approximately I0 miles), the most beneficial procedure is generally

to climb at the steepest angle passible with nearly full power. Such

a procedure is recommended by the Air Transport Association (ATA)

* On takeoff, the factors of distance and power setting work

against one another: lawer power settings mean less noise output
hut also lower altitudes, so the location of noise sensitive areas

t.ust he carefully considered in determining whether any given
procedure will provide a noise benefit.

** Los Angeles and Boston are examples of airports where the
critical departure noise problem is sideline.

-17-



and is in use by American Airlines and United Airlines, among

others (8). Similar procedures are also recommended by the Nntlonal

Business Aircraft Association (NBAA) (9).

For areas approximately 2 to l0 miles from the airport, the

most beneficial procedure is generally to climb steeply and then,

at an altitude of approximately 1500 fee=, reduce power to not less

than that required to maintain safe flight in the event of an

engine failure. Power is not re-applled until the aircraft

reaches an altitude of approximately 4000 feet. This procedure

is reco_nended by the Airline pilots Association (ALPA) (10). It

is similar to procedures currently in use by Northwest Air Lines

at all airports it serves and by all airlines using Washington

National Airport* (11,5), Compared to the maximum angle (full

power) cl4mbout, this power cutback procedure reduces noise

approximately 2 to 7 EPNdB** (depending on aircraft type and weight)

in the distance range of 2 to l0 miles from the airport. It causes

a noise increase, however, for approximately one mile prior to the

* Although one can calculate that the noise impact at Washington
National Airport could be much greater without the noise abatement

flight procedures, to EPA's knowledge there has been no on-going
program of noise monitoring to document the noise benefit. In

spite of the noise abatement procedures, National Airport noise
has been the subject of recent litigation although the court con-
eluded that there was not actionable noise damage (12).

** Throughout this section, noise reductions will be stated in
terms of single event Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNdB). A
l0 EPNdB noise reduction would be perceived as a halving of the

noise. See Section 3 for additional discussions of single event
and cumulative noise measures. In general, the cumulative noise
level at a given location will be reduced by the same amount as

the reduction in average slngle event noise level (energy aversge).
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cutback (whlle flaps are being retracted) and then again after power

is reapplied (6,13).

The procedure which Is most beneficial for sldellne noise

reduction is to use reduced thrust from the start of the takeoff

roll when the takeoff weight, runway length, and other conditions

permlt. Many FAA-approved aircraft flight manuals allow this

for the purpose of reducing engine wear. This procedure can de-

crease sldellne noise by up to 2 EPNdB (6). The procedure results

in lower altitudes and higher nolse levels under the climbout

patht however_ so it is not opt_um when near-downrange noise is

the crltlcal problem.

On a national basis, the maximum benefit would be achieved by

having the takeoff procedure tailored to each specific runway/

community .configuration. On the other hand, some pilot and industry

groups feel that a single, standard procedure rather than multiple

standards is necessary to insure safety (14). Countering arguments

suggest that every takeoff is different mlyway because of runway,

wind, weight, and other factors rendering the concept of a "slngle"

standard meanlngless (15).

Based on all of the above considerations there seems to be

compelling evidence that several noise abatement takeoff pro-

cedures could be standardized for selective use at specific airports.

This Agency believes that this merits further evaluation through

the FAA rule-maklng process and therefore intends to propose, to
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the FAA, appropriate regulations as provided An Section 7(b) of the

Noise Control Act of 1972.

Approach

At present, other than the glide slope requirement of FAR

91,87(d), there are no FAA regulations or other controls relating

to noise abatement approach procedures. There are, however, several

different noise abatement approach procedures currently employed by

various segments of the aviation industry or undergoing flight tests.

Most air carrier approaches (under instrument weather conditions)

are made on an electronic Instrument Landlng System (ILS) glide

slope.* The standard approach angle for new ILS installations is

3 degrees. A few existing installations are at greater anglesj**

but most (65%) were installed before the 3 degree standard was adopted

• and are between 2.5 and 2.9 degrees (16), The requirement of FAR

91.87(d) to remain on or above the glide slope is therefore less

_ effective than it could be (a one-half degree increase _n approach

angle reduces nolse 2 to 3 EPNdB) (6). The reason that all glide

elopes have uuL been raised to at least 3 degrees appears to be

one of economies: one FAA estlmate indicates an adjustment cost

of $62,000 per installation (17).

* %_e ILS glide slope is often follo_#ed in visual weather also,

although considerably more leeway exists for pilot or controller
initiated deviations.

** These airports have glide slope angles above 3 degrees for the
purpose of terrain clearance: San Diego, California (3.220); Fort

Worth (Mescham Field), Texas (3.330); Annette Island, Alaska (3.270);
Berlin (Tempelhof) Germany (3.5°) (6).
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The two segment approach seems to hold the most promise for

slgnlflcant approach noise relief. In this procedure, the initial

descent is accompllshed at a fa£rly steep angle (nomlnally 6 degrees)

and at associated reduced power settings; then transition is made

to a normal gllde elope at an altltude (S00 to 1,000 feet) sufflalent

to safely reduce the initial hlgh descent races. Visual weather

verslone of this procedure are currently in use at certain airports

with 727 and 737 aircraft by National Airllnes, Pacific Southwest

Airlines, and Air Callfornla_ and by all alrll.es (with aircraft

types as large as DC-S's) at the San Diego Airport (the latter

because of high terrain) (18, 19, 20, 21), The National Business

Aircraft Association also recommends use of two-segment approache_

in vlsual conditions (9). Flight tests of two-segment approaches

have been conducted during the last 10 years by FAA, NASA, and the

airline industry, many using prototype instrumentation for all

weather operations (22, 23, 24, 25). Tests are currently being

conducted in scheduled airline passenger service by United Airlines

under contract to NASA (25). Thls farther testing should result

in suitable instrumentation and pilot accept_._cc so that all weather

use of two-segment approaches can be instituted throughout the

clvll air carrier fleet.

The noise benefit from two-segment approaches has been measured

to be as high as 17 EPNdB under the steep portion of the flight

m profile (6). The noise reductions become smeller as the aircraft
I

I gets closer to the alrport_ becoming zero when the transition to

! the final glide slope is complete (approximately 2 to 3 miles from
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touchdown). Information available to this Agency indicates that

the two-segment visual approach used by Pacific Southwest Air-

lines has received favorable community support in California

(26,27).

The main objections to two-segment approaches come from ALPA

pilots and some segments of the airline industry, They desire

more testing to be certain that safety wlll not be degraded by

the higher descent rates in the steep segment (28). They are also

concerned that introduction of e "visual conditions only" two-

segment approach would erode standardization and thereby safety

28, 29). Countering arguments suggest that adequate testing

has already been accomplished, and that "standardisation" does not

in fact exist at present, every landing being unique and different.

Specific charts are published for every runway, and air traffic

control procedures differ from visual to instrument weather

conditions (30). A further concern, expressed by the Aircraft

Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) is that small aircraft with-

out two-segment instrumentation may experience wake turbulence if

following behind and below a large aircraft conducting a two-

sgement approach (31). The FAA is currently planning flight tests

to investigate this potential hazard.*

* The wake turbulence hazard can be minimized or eliminated by

providing a sufficient separation distance between the large and
small aircraft, or by assigning them to widely separated runways.

Such procedures are already in effect =van for standard iLS
approaches.
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It appears tha_ twe-se_ent approaches may require either

ground based or airborne instrumentation, or both, Distance

Measuring Equipment (DMK), co-located with the glide slope on the

airport, is likely to be a prerequisite. Only i0 such DME's had

been commissioned by FAA as of December 31, 1972; 6 were approved

hut not co_issloned, and FAA plannlng documents indicate a slow-

down in the installation rate for new DME's (32,33).

Cost estimates for DME range from $26,400 to $60,000 per instal-

lation (1973 dollars) (34,17). Airborne equipment estimates range

from zero for visual procedures to $31,400 per aircraft for a

Elide slope computer relying upon the airport D_ (34,35).

On any approach, noise reductions can he achieved by using

a flap management program where _hrust is minimized (provided the

runway length is sufficient to accommodate the increased lending

speeds). Noise levels may be 3 to 5 EFNdB lower than on a full

_ flap approach (6). This flap management approach is recommended

by ATA and is in use by Amertcan Airlines, United Airlines, and

Northwest Airllnns, among others (29).

At some airports, thrust reverse noise on landing contributes

to noise annoyance (7,36). In cases where the runway is long, it

is possible under certain weather conditions to avoid the use of

thrust reversers (36). The pilots are concerned, however, that

limitations on the use of thrust reversers for noise abatement
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purposes may erode safety margins (14). Environmental groups

believe, on the other band, that pilot indoctrination in the proper

use of thrust reversers and their noise effects could be beneficial

in minimizing their use where not necessary (15). Consideration

must be given to possible increases in aircraft ground taxi time

with resultant increase in air pollutant emissions.

Based on all of the preceding, there seems to be compelling

evidence that several noise abatement approach procedures could

be standardized for use under certain conditions cad that existing

i ILS glide slopes could be raised to at least 3 degrees. This

I Agency believes these merit further evaluation, and insofar as

this can take place through the FAA rulemaklng process intends

to propose to the FAA appropriate regulations as provided in

I Section 7(b) of the Noise Control Act of 1972.
i

i !

_nimum Altitudes

Turbine powered or large alrcrsft can make significant

amounts of noise at the minimum altitude of 1,500 feet pezmltted

by FAR 91.87 (105 EPNdB for a Boeing 707) (6). Increasing this

altitude to 3,000 feet would reduce the noise level by approximately

I0 EPNdB (6). The FAA "Keep-em-High" program may help prevent over-

flights at unnecessarily low altitudes but its primary application

is for altitudes between 5,000 and I0,000 feet (I), The EFA does

not have documentation on the effectiveness of either Fb_R 91.07

or AC 91,36 related to visual flight rule (VFR) operations near
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noise sensitive areas, but its staff has received some citizen

complaints regarding low flying aircraft (37,38),

One potential disadvantage of increasing the regulatory mlnlmum

altitudes is that it may cause some aircraft to travel farther (on

a circling approach) in order to intercept the glide slope at a

higher altitude. This could spread noise over a larger area

(although at lower noise levels). The experience at San Jose Air-

por_, however_ indicates that pilots may simply elect to fly a

i , steeper approach, in effect shortening the distance and further

• reducing noise (39). Another potential disadvantage is that higher

minimum altitudes may reduce the available maneuvering airspace and

thus contribute to increased air congestion. This problem may be over-

i come by issuing specific clearances for reduced altitude operations,

where necessary, but doing so may increase controller workloads,

Because of the potential noise relief, increased minimum

' _i altitudes seem to merit further evaluation through the FAA rule-

: making process and this agency therefore intends to propose approprl-

, ate re_ulatloos to the FAA.

"" From the foregoing, it can be seen that a number of noise abate-

ment flight procedures are available for implementation. Although,

by themselves, they cannot totally resolve the noise problem_ they

play an important part dn any comprehensive plan for noise reduction.

EPA therefore intends to propose regulations to FAA in accordanceI
with Section 7(b) of the Noise Control Act of 1972. In the process
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of proposing such regulations, the Agency will fully take Into

account the safety or other implications of adopting these re-

gulations as determined by the FAA, which has the finnl authority.
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SECTION 2

ADEQUACY OFNOISE EMISSION STANDARDS ON NEW AND EXISTING AIRCRAFT;

RECO_Rd_DATIONS ON THE RETROFITTING AND pHASEOUT OF EXISTING AIRCRAFt.

Existing FAA noise emission regulations did not utilize public

health and welfare considerations as a basic constraint in their

development, since this was not required by the Federal Aviation Act

of 1958, until its amendment by the Noise Control Act of 1972.

Eased upon the EPA studies under the Noise Control Act, the present

aircraft noise emission standards do not provide adequately for such

needs, as shown in the analyses of the extonslve data considered

and cited in this report,

Technology

The Report of the Aviation Advisory Commission and the present

/ EPA Aircraft/Airport Noise Study clearly indicate that currently

available technology is capable of being translated Into equipment

tbat, together with employment of noise abatement flight proceduresp

can significantly decrease the noise _mpact from aircraft (1,2.3).

Current source noise abatement technology can be applied as a retro-

fit option for existing aircraft, as a modification to aewly produced

airplanes of older type designs, and also, be included in the design

and development of new aircraft systems. The latter application

provides the most effective use of technology to achieve maxlmum

source noise control. Continued source noise abatement research

and development is required, therefore, if civil aviation systems
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are to evolve with effective noise emission controls (4.5).

The combined reoearchs design, and development efforts of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Trans-

, portation, Department of Defense, and industrial members of the

aviation community have provided a demonstrated technology base

which, if fully exploited, can provide a family of new aircraft for

both the commercial and business Jet fleets starting in the 1978-

1980 time frame (4). The noise characteristics of these new air-

craft (depending upon aircraft type and measurement point) could

be 5-10 decibels below the present values in Appendix C of FAR36

and thus, significantly quieter and more acceptable than the current

narrow-body Jets (3, 5).

; These more favorable conditions are the result of approximately

$138 m/llion of Federal research and development (R&D) funds invested

in noise control in the period 1969 to date which is in addition

to the large military and industry expenditure prior co and during

this _I_. However, even if the decision to proceed with their

development were to be made today_ the noise from the narrow-body

Jets would dominate untll the late 1980's (7) due to the relatively

long structural and probable economic llfe of the equipment which

would encourage their retention in the fleet.

For instance, in 1972, the D.S. Jet powered air carrier fleet

was comprised of approximately 2,000 aircraft of which more than 90_

did not meet the current noise standards for newly certified aircraft
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(FAR Part 36, Appendix C) (7, 8). The fleet has been projected to

increase by 30% over the next i0 years. This growth will be accom-

plished by new procurement of current aircraft (747, DC-10, L-IOll,

707, advanced 727, 737 and DC-9), the majority of which will comply

with the current FAR 36 noise criteria. However, during this

period, and possibly beyond, there wlll still remain 1100-1500

operational aircraft that will .or meet the above limits (7).

Therefore it follows, that if there are to be significant

reduetlons in the impact of aircraft/airport noise prior to the

1980*s, quieting or replacing current aircraft will be required.

Noise Emission Regulations

The FAA, in its fifteen years of existence, has devoted suh-

i:i:" stantisl effort to the technological, economic, and legal back-

ground necessary to propose sev_% noise emission regulatloes

capable of effecting sigelflcant noise reductions in a safe and

economically reasonable mavmer (9).

As of this writing, the FAA has issued two regulations:

i. "Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 36: Noise

Standards: A_r_raft type Certification", effective

i December 1969.

2. "Federal Avlation Regulation (FAR) Part 91.55: General
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Operatlng and Flight Rules: Civil Aircraft Sonic Boom",

effective 27 April 1973.

In addition to these two regulations, the FAA has issued two Notices

of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) and three Advanced Notlees of Proposed

Rule Making (ANPRM) that have not yet resulted in regulations as

proposed. The notices, the gon_ral titles, and the dates of issue

are:

i. ANPRM 70-33; Civil Supersonic Alrcraft Noise Type

Certification Standards, 4 August 1970.

2. ANPRM 70-44; Civil Airplane Noise Reduction Retroflc

Requirements, 30 October 1970.

3. NPRM 71-26; Noise Type Certification and Acoustical

Change Approvals, 13 September 1971.

4. NPRM 72-19; Newly Produced Airplanes of Older Type

: + Design; Proposed Appllcation of Nolse Standards_

July 1972.

5. ANPRM 73-3; Civil Airplane Fleet Noise (FNL) Requirements,

24 January 1973.

FAR 36, issued as a new part to the Federal Aviation Regulations,

prescribed noise standards for the issue of type certificates, and

changes to those certificates, for subsonic transport category air-

planes, and for subsonic turbojet powered airplanes regardless of

categcry. This regulation initiated the noise abatement regulatory

program of the FAA under the statutory authority of PL-90-411.
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FAR 36 made a significant contribution in the form of three

appendixes that have come to be used as standards or reeoomended

practices in the measurement and evaluation of aircraft noise.

Appendix A of the regulation prescribes the conditions under which

noise type certification tests for aircraft must be conducted and

the noise measurement procedures that must be used. Appendix B

of the regulation prescribes the computational procedures that

must be used to determine the noise evaluation quantity designated

as effective perceived noise level (EPNL). Appendix C of the

regulation provides the noise criteria levels, noise measuring

points, and airplane flight test conditions for which compliance

must be shown with noise levels measured and evaluated as pre-

scribed, respectively, by Appendixes A and B.

: . The criteria levels of Appendix C provide an "umbrella*' for

aircraft propelled by the new hlgh-bypass ratio engines in the

_ sense that the noise from such aircraft can be controlled to levels

below that criteria (3). However, these criteria levels are

technologically praetlcal for aircraft that are propelled by the

existing turbojet and low-bypass ratio turbofan engines which can

comply with the criteria only with the aid of some sort of retro-

fit modification.

The Appendix C levels if applied to the existing nurboJet and

low-and high-bypass ratio turbofan flesh at this time would result in

an improvement in the airport noise situation. Future types of FAR 36

category aircraft and possibly the current widebody, high bypass
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ratio Je_ aircraft should be regulated by _he FAA to levels

more protective of health and welfare as _o_e specific data is

developed. Consideration must be given for the approach

condl_lon_ how_verj to ensure _ha_ such levels are not lower

_han those that can be achieved by available technology for control

of _he airframe aerodynamic noise (4)o* It would be appropria_e to

include_ in any revised FAR 36 regulation_ the "Acoustica! Change"

!_ adjustments proposed in NPRH 7_-26 as d_rra_ _ _ _



o appropriate for the particular type of aircraft,

aircraft englnej appliance, or certificate to which it

will apply.

As stated earlier in this section, tile studies of the Aviation

Advisory Commission and the EPA dearly indicate that practical and

appropriate technology is available for applications to current and

future aircraft types (1, 3).

Aircraft safety as a regulatory constraint is the responsibility

of the FAA solely and the EPA has no responsibility in that area.

However, if the m_Jor impediment to the issuance of any or all of

the five proposed noise regulations is the inability to determine

the economic reasonsbleness of noise control in the absence of health

and welfare criteria, such an obetruction will be avoided with the

publication of the health and welfare documentation called for by

Section 5 of the Noise Control Act.

The Aircraft/Airport Noise Study included a cost-effectlveness

analysis that compared the costs of source noise control (technology)

with the costs of compatible l_nd use noise control for several

zones of noise exposure (I[). The results clearly indicated that

technology alone was capable of complete noise control (no

residential exposure) only for the highest noise level zone.

HOWever, the combined costs of source and land use noise control

for all other zones were reduced by a significant amount with

I applications of the available technology options.
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A regulation being considered for civil supersonic aircraft

(ANPRM?0-33) solicits publlc cooment on a number of issues and

proble_ and does not include suggestions or recommendations (9).

Consequently, if SST noise is to Be adequately controlled, a

regulatory plan must be developed and implemented (12). In this

regard, the following dis=usslon _elated the findings of the EPA

study.

The noise of existing SST aircraft types (Concorde and TU-

144) is not capable of being controlled by available technology

to levels as low as the criteria of FAR 36 (4). Therefore, the

Agency will take this into account in proposing regulations to the

FAA regarding SST noise control to protect public health and wel-

fare. Future SOT aircraft types should a_ least be regulated to noise

levels conforming to the orlginal FAR 36 levels. As more advanced

noise control technology becomes .vailablo, limits should he

i_ r_duced accordingly.

The regulation being considered for newly produced airplanes

of older 4esign (NPRM 72-19) would require that these aircraft meet

the noi_e criteria of FAR 36. Such a regulation woul4 require _he

°

_ use of available technology to ensure chat all new production air-

craft either by design, retrofit, or both can comply.

t Ret_ofi_ and Phasoout of gxistin_ Aircr_£_

ThoFea_ t_ rot_i_ _pt_ t_ _n _e_ _ _i_e _
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the existing turbofan aircraft to levels equal to or below those

specified in FAR36. These retrofit options can be accomplished

at less cost and elapsed time than is predicted for fZeet replace-

ment (phaseout) (1, 3, 7).

(I) Application of sound absorption material (SAM) in the engine

nacelle and bypass duct. This concept has been in develop-

merit since ths early 1960s under the sponsorship of FAA and

NASA. The results of the NASA program established concep-

tual validity for JT3D engines by a series of successful

flight demonstrations of 707 and DC-8 aircraft with exper-

imental ('boiler plate") hardware. Subsequently, the results

of the FAA program established conceptual and feasible validity

for JT3D and JTgD engines by a series of successful flight

demonstrations of 707 and 727 aircraft with practical (flighn

weight, flightworthy, and capable of being certified) hardware.

i

Boeing is currently in production on SAM-treated 727

and 737 aircraft which have been certified in conformance

with the requirements of FAR 36, Appendix C (3). HcDormell-

Douglas has contracted to sell SAM-configured DC-9 aircraft

as well. The aircraft industry has demonstrated that these

retrofit options are technologlcally feasible. A program to

retrofit the existing fleet of JT3D end JT8D engine powered

aircraft can be initiated immediately.

In discusslons with the Agency during the course of this
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study, some members of the aviation community asserted that

the application of SAM treatment will not produce any dls-

cernlble relief, in terms of public awareness. However, the

EPA Studies indicate chat for the 707 and DC-8 aircraft powered

by the JT3D engine, (currently the worst noise offender),

the reductions would be stgaiflc_nt, both for the takeoff and

approach modes (3). For the JTgD powered aircraft (727, DC-9

and 737), che as=ertion is correct for those airports that

are t=keoff-sensltlve. At approach-sensltive airports, however,
i

the SAM treatment for the JT8D would result in significant

reductions in community noise impact (3).

(2) Modification of the exlstln_ JT3D and JTgD engines (P_fan).

By replacing the present low-bypass ratio fan with a sllghtly

higher bypass, larger diameter fan, in conjunction with some

degree of SAM treatment, noise reductions in excess of those

achievable wlth only SAM treatment are predicted (3). The

fan modifications and change in engine airflow bypass ratio

are the primary design parameters that influence the source

noise characteristics. HoWever, other _omponents of the

engine (e.g., turbine, fan duct, and nacelle) and possibly

the airframe (e.g., pylon and landing gear) also require

moddflcations, The refan program is considered to be

technologically practicable. However, the modified engine

designs for the JT3D and JTgD engines have yet to be ground

and flight tested Co confirm their predicted noise and

aerodynam/c performance characteristics.
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Source noise control for the smaller business Jet air-

craft fleet presents a somewhat different problem. Eighty

percent (80%) of the aircraft in this fleet are powered by

turbojet or very low bypass turbofan engines (wittlnoise

characteristics similar to that of the turbojet) (7). The

noise problem is primarily associated with the Jet exhaust

characteristics. The options available to reduce this noise

are inotallatlon of exhaust suppressor kits with weight

increase and some performance loss, or by re-engining the

aircraft with moderate bypass ratio turbofan engines which

may improve performance.

Both of these options are being tested and evaluated by

the business Jet aircraft m_nufactures at this time with

substantial indication that satisfactory noise reduction

programs are technologically feasible for this category of

' aircraft (3).

Two of the previously identified proposed regulations have essen-

tlally the same objective, that is, retrofit of the currently Lypa-

certificated subsonic low bypass ratio turbofan powered aircraft.

The earlier "straight retrofit" notice (ANPKM 70-44) merely discusses

the need for noise reduction and emphasizes that current technology

is available for a feasible retrofit program. The later notice

(ANPRM 73-3) on fleet noise level (FNL) was published after consider-

ation of c0mmenes received in response to the first notice and

presents a detailed methodology and implementation procedure that
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permits and encourasea other alternatives as well as retrofit,

The FNL proposal is well developed and could be converted to a

regulation in a short time, while the straight retrofit proposal

might require considerable additional development before it could

be structured as a regulation.

The concept and structure of the FNL proposal is adequate to

• effectively exploit the current technology (nacelle retroflt), to

encourag_ _he use of near future technology (reran retrofit) as it

becomes operable, to provide incentives for the phaseout of aircraft

not amenable to retrofit by the introduction of new quieter wide-

body aircraft, and to require full implementation of future technology

as it becomes feasible (12). In addition, the FNL concept would

perlodlcally provide e great deal of useful info_nation to the

Government on air carrier fleet size, mix, and utilization. However,

there are several features in the proposal that weaken its effective-

ness and should be removed, and there are several that would add

strength if incladed, The,, are:

o Omit exemption for mirplaoes engaged in foreign air

co_erc_ •

o Omit exemption for airplanes engaged in overseas air

coweres.

o Omit expiration da_e of ! July 1978 and continue the FNL

concept indefinitely to permit the implementation of

technoleglcsl ad,,ancements (e.g._ reran) as they become

available •
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o Include airplanes engaged in intrastate air co_erce,

o Include FNL requirements for s_dellne noise as well as

takeoff and approach.

The F_L proposal (ANPRM 73-3) with the above exceptions could

be prescribed as a regulatlon that would be an effective retrofit

rule for the immediate noise probiem and also be an effective rule

for insuring that future technology is adequately exploited. A

fleet noise level rule would be superior to and obviate the need

fo_ a straight retrofit _ule such as considered In ANPRM 70-44.

Differences In opinion exist on most of the above subjects,

as reflected in the EPA Aircraft/Airport Noise Study master file

documents and task group reports.

A primary question, not addressed by the Agency in any of its

Task Oroupts studies because of its policy rather than technical
/

harure, is that of the degree of implementation of the Admlnlstratorrs

responsibilities for coordination of aviation noise research under

_he _=s_o_slbllltl=_ and authorities established for the Adminis-

trator in Section 4(c) of the Act. Following the recoanendatlons

of the Office of Science and Technology (0ST) '_et Aircraft Noise

Panel" discussed in the Introduction of this present report, an

"Inter-AgencyAircraft Noise Abatement Program" has been conducted

under the combined overview and coordination within the Executive

Branch of the Office of Science and Technology, the Office of

Manasement and Budget, and the National Aeronautics and Space
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Council. This latter entity has perhaps had the _st direct in-

fluence in the coordination of R&D efforts of NASA and of the Depart-

ment of Transportation and FAA, It also has undertaken in its

latter exlstence_ reco_endatloas relating to the application of

m111tary technology to civilian aviation use.

The Adm/nlstr_tor recognizes that with the abolition of the

• Office of Science and Technology D and the National Aeronautics and

Space CounP±lp his coordinating role established in the Noise

;" Control Act will have vastly important impllcatlons regarding major

i declsdona yet to be made as to the degree and allocat_on of in-

vestments of Federal funds in apparently competing, but in fact

perhaps compatible (if dealt with in a comprehensive time sequence),

programs for retrofit and development of new and quieter air trans-

port systems, Because of the magnitude of the questions involved,

and the evolving situation with regard to the assumption by the

National Science Foundation of some of the advisory functions

formerly conducted by OST, additional time is needed by the Agency

to develop a co_lete protocol as to how these i=portent rcapon-

'" slbilltlea will be undertaken. In the interim, co_unlcatlons

have been established among the responsible level officials of

DOT, FAAp NASA and EPA, to provide for continuing necessary ex-

changes of information and, as appropriate, action by EPA. These

informal arrangements will he translated into an effective formal-

ized procedure before the end of _Y 1974. They will be reported

to the Congress in a perlodls report on Federal activities as

called for by Section 4(c)(3) of the Act.
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SECTION 3

I_LICATI_S OF IDUNTIPYING AND ACHIEVING

LEVELS OF Ct_ULATIVE NOISE EXPOSURE AROUND AIRPORTS

Measure of Environmental Noise Exposure

Section 7(a) of the Noise Control Act of 1972 directs the

Environmental Protection Agency to study the "--implications of

identify/ng end achieving levels of cumulative noise exposure around

airports." This section discussed selection of a method of

measurement of cumulative noise exposure appropriate to public

health and welfare effects, and considers the principal legal

and economic implications resulting from its use.

These implications are discussed in terms of the day-r_ght

average sound level adopted far this repart as the measure of

cumulative noise exposure. However, the implications are in-

. sensitive Co m/nor variations in the definition of the measure

selected, and would be essen_ially unchanged if discussed in terms

_f other possible measures of cumulative noise exposure.

Measure of Cvmulative Noise Exposure

A physical measure of cumulative noise exposure applicable

to evaluation of airport noise should be based on consideration

of the following requirements:
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i. The measure should correlate with the human responses

regarding hearing loss, speech Interferencep and

annoyance due to noise exposure,

2. The measure should be capable of assessing the accumu-

lated effect of all uolsas over a specified time

period.

3, The measure should he simple enough that it can be

- obtained by direct measurement without extensive

Instrumentatlon or elaborate analysis equipment.

! 4. The required measurement equipment, with standard-

iced charaoterlstlcs, should be commercially available.

5, The measure for airport noise should be closely re-

lated to measures currently used for noise from other

Sources.

: 6, The single measure of noise at a given location should

be predictable, within an acceptable tolerance, from
I

knowledge of the physical events producing the noise.

Every scientific investigation of airport/eowmuaity nolse_ re-

gardless of the country of origin, shows that the i_act of aircraft

airport noise is a function not only of the noise intensity of a

single event (i.e., each takeoff or laudlng), but also a function of

its duration and the number of events occurring throughout the

day end night* (1). This fact is recognized in the documents of the

* Other factors have been considered in some studies to be relevant

to particular effects, for example_ attitude and prior experienne
wlth the intruding noise, residual or background noise_ season (windows
open or closed).
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International Standards Organization, the International Civil

Aviation Organization, and the Organization for Economic Coopera-

tion and Development relating aircraft noise to community response

(2, 3, 4).

A number of methodologies for combining the noise from individual

events into measures of cumulative noise exposure have been developed

in this country and in other developed nations, e,g,, Noise Exposure

Porecnst, Composite Noise Rating, Comunity Noise Equivalent Level,

Noise and Number Index, Noise Pollution Level. These methodologies,

while differing in technical detail (primarily in the unit of measure

for individual noise events), are conceptually very similar and are

highly correlated with each other. Further, using any one of these

methodologles w the relationships between cumulative noise and

community nnnoyance (5, 6) are also highly correlated.

' The day-nlght average sound level (Ldn) adopted for usa in the

present EPA studies is consistent with exlstingmethodologies and

meets the previously stated requirements for a measure of cumulative

nolse exposure. It has been defined for thls study as the

average A weighted* sound level durlng a 24-hour time period with

a 10dB penalty applled to nighttime (2200-0700 hours) sound levels.

The day-night average sound level especially excels, as a

s The use of an A weighted sound level precludes the assessment
of penalties for the cxlstenca of tones in the noise in the interest

of simplifying the measure procedure. When appropriate, penalties
for Cones and ocher subjective attributes should be made in source
regulations such as in FAR36.
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measure of cumulative noise among the several available measures,

in that it can be easily measured with simplej relatively inexpen-

sive equipment, and because it is appropriate to the wide variety of

sources which create communlty noise environments. As has been

shown in Reference I, it can be used for interpreting cumulative

noise exposure in terms of known health and welfare effects.

Health and Welfare Effects of Cumulative Noise Exposure

The currently established specific effects of noise on the

health and environmental welfare of humans were considered for the

purposes of this report* to provide the best ways of identifying

a_d evaluating the impact of noise around alrports. The primary

effects of noise_ identified at this time, on public health and

welfare are the potential for producing a permanent loss of hearing,

interference with speech and the generation of annoyance. Although

the possibility of indirect effects of noise on health and well-being

exlsts_ there is insufficient evidence at this time to include any

such indirect effects in noise impact analyses,

The documented scientific da_a available** were considered

* The analyses on the effects of noise performed were in direct
response to the requirements of the alrcraft/alrport noise study.
Concurrent with this analysis, the Environmental Protection Agency
is preparing a 8enal document of criteria for the effects of noise
on people, as required by Section 5(I)(I) of the Noise Control
Act. While it is believed that the conclusions on the effect

of noise reached in this study will be consistent with the criteria
report, the position of the Environmental Protection Agency on
noise criteria, and any regulatory action proposed for noise, will

he based on the criteria reoort and not on the Task Group report
generated in this study,

** Citations for the scientific data utilized in the Task

Group analyses are contained in Reference i.
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sufficient to establish the potential for hearing damage in various

proportions of the population exposed to different values of the

day-night average sound level. The hearing threshold for an

individual at a specific frequency is deterred-ned by measuring the

level of the quietest sound that can he heard by the individual.

The awount of hearing loss at any frequency is _eeaured by the

amount by which the hearing threshold has shifted upward from a

previous value, or from the population norm.

Noise can interfere with one of the chief distinctions of ":

the human species--speech co_unication--thereby disturbing normal

domestic activities, creating a less desirable living environment,

and therefore ancing as a source of extreme annoyance. Of chief

concern in this study is the effect of noise on speech co_unicatien

in the ho_e, for face-co-face conversation indoors or outdoors,

telephone use, and radio or television enjoyment. Research over

. a number of years since the late 1920's has made great progress

in quantifying the effects of noise on speech communication, data

from which has been used In this study to relate the quality of

listening conditions for speech in the presence of noise to

various values of the day-night average sound level. Finally, the

proportion of a populatlon expected to be highly annoyed when exposed

to various noise environments was related to the day-night average

sound level. The word annoyance is used in this report as a general

term for reported adverse responses of people to environmental

noise. Studies of annoyance are largely based on the results of

sociological surveys. Such surveys have been conducted among

residents in the vicinity of airports of a number of countries

including the United States (7, 8, 9, I0).
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The results of these surveys are generally related to the

percentage of respondents expressing differing degress of dlstur-

bance or dissatisfaction due to the noisiness of their environments.

Some of the surveys involve a complex procedure to construct a

scale of annoyance, some report responses to the direct question

of "how annoying is the noise." Each social survey is related to

some kind of measurement of the noise levels (mostly from aircraft

operations) to which the survey respondents are exposed. Correlation

between _snoyance and noise level can then be obtained.

The results of the social surveys show that individual responses

vary wldely for the some noise level, gorsky (II) has shown that these

variances are reduced substantially when groups of individuals having

similar attitudes about "fear" of aircraft crashes and "misfeasance"

of authorities are consldered. Moreover, by averaging _esponses over

, : entire surveys, almost identical functional relationships between

! human response and noise levels are obtained for the entire surveyed

population as for the groups of individuals having neutral attitudinal

: responses. In derlvlug a ganeral_zed relationship between reported

-- annoyance and day-night average sound level, the average overall

group responses were used, recognizing that individuals may vary

consldersbly, both positively and negatively compared to the

svers$e depending upon their particular sttltudinsl biases. The

table on the following page au_umarlees the effects expected for

dlfferenC noise environments.

I
I
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EFFECTSOF _'_OiSEFOR DIF_:pRENTVALUES

OF OUTDOOR DAY._GflT AVERA_iESOUND LEVEL. Ldn, ]_J DECIBELS

HEARIh/C SPJEPCH _b;NOY_._NC]_

OuIJoor Day.Night Headng Ilhh Percent ol ExpoJedP¢op]_ WILh _laximum Speech HJgMyAnnoyed Comp]ain_n.
Averajlr SoundLevel for Speech Permanent "/'h_elhold$hJ4t 111terference* I, %ol Exposed In % o1"
In Decibels In ".__f (5 [_cihels _t 4000 Hertz) In Percent People pxpo_ed reopIe
R-2D Tnicmnewto_ pxposedPeople OU"FDOORS*_1NDOOI_5***

pe_ eq.are meter

50 0 0 0, 8 O. I X3 !

60 O 0 2. 5 O. I 23 2

70 0 0 53 O,! 44 10

80 0 4 100 I. S 62 20

90 8 6i5 100 3. 2 o. UNKNOWN ..

a_ercelltage or"hey wold! lllIs.nde_lood In I_hen ;entmncel.
_lJ_otmal voice etfo_ and 2 mele_"leper;_t_C_nheC.ve¢, talker and ]Iltene_', When ipe¢ch I;;_rf_re_ce I_ ¢xceldve th_ avor,_g¢©orllm._lkea_lonc_n be improved hy

_eduC]n8 =eparlt_on dil_ance ;_nd/or r_i_ingvoice level.

_**15 dec_hets no_e reduction ¢hzoughPerdally openedwlndow_I and relaxed converladon_] ef_or_

Ex_mpler When _heday.n_ht _ve_agesoundlewl l| 90 decibel! o[Jtdc_0_:

Jth'ARli'_C RISK:

"Phe percent_gl o! pe_*pIecuffe_ng a belting halldke_p In a gloup expofed to ;hJs]¢ve] ot nol_e I! exp_ected[o beg perCen_ailiepoint! higher than _e
percentaJ;i of Pe0pkewJ_ healing h_ndicapI. Jna group, oth_rwJle dmilarj who)_r¢ no__xpo_rd lo noise keve]_of this magnlI_e. (ThI_ co,urn. iefers

_nly Io _ear{nlKtznp_lrmer.I In the _requencyrange molt lmport;n_ to ,JndetstandlngIpeech _rn=qu_r;cIesof the 5001 1000and 2(_'0 H¢I'(z(cyc_e_ _*er_e_o_dI bands.)

66,4 of the entire population il expected to h_ve _ nol|e Induced perm_nen_dLrclho]dihI_ 8ne_ler _Jlan_ declpels ;_ta [neq_Jencyof 4001 Ilettz

(cycle| per |econd), "Fh¢awr_i;e human ear I! mo_ lenslUve at ¢hb .r_eq.encya,d hence moor ca_]y damaged.

SePOCH NTERFE_NCE.._

For ¢onverladolt otztdoorlI the pe_:entage of hey worcll tn_lllnclerltood In Ipokell lentt[Ic¢l wl]] be ]00_;, and for c0nverl;_uon Indoorlt 3, 2_.

^NHOYANC_

Thin .umber of noise expoled peoplewho are hJgidy _n_oyed and the nttmhcr who arc expected to complaJn _bout the nolle am unknown for this |evel

o_r expolure_ but they ;_reg_e_ler lh;m _52_and20_ t©lpectiv¢ly_ which are the val.e_ appropri_(eto ah outdoor Ld. of 80 decIpele.



An important consideration in assessing the relative impact

of airport noise is its contribution to the national noise environ-

me*t, eonslderlng the co*trlbutloes of other sources of noise. The

followlng Table, developed in Reference I, provides an estimate of

the population presently exposed Co different level* of cumulative

exposure from different major sources of urban noise:

N_her of People (In Milllons) Exposed to
• Day-Night Average Sound Levels Above the Stared Value

Day-Night Average
Sound L_el Freeway A/rcraft Urban*

• Decibels Traffic Operations Trafflc Total**

60 dB and above _.i 16.0 18.0 37.1
65 dB a_d above 2,5 7,5 7.5 17.5
70 dB and above 1,9 3.4 3.2 8,5
75 dg and above 0.9 1.5 0,6 3.0
80 dB and above 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.6

These estimates indicate that, of those 92 million people

included in this calculation living wlthin moderate to high levels of

• . environmental noise, aircraft are a major cause of the noise ex-

posure received by approximately 30 to _0 percent of these people.

: The estimates further indicate, however, that complete el/mlnstlon

::" of aircraft noise in the urban co_munlty mill still leave a large

proportion of the population exposed to high levels of environ-

mental noise unless control of these non-alrcraft noise sources is

also obtslned.

* Cities with population in excess of 25,000 used in this estimate ~t
t total population st 92 m/lllon.b
I

I ** Some duplication may exist in this total.
I
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Public Health and Welfare

Cumulative noise exposure levels as defined by such methodo-

logies as day-nlght average sound level, NEF sic, are believed to

be the best available means of identifying and evaluacing Che

impact of noise around airports. Cumulative nolee exposure levels

can also serve as the basis for generally applicable environ-

mental standards daslgzjed to control the noise exposure of members

of the general populat$on, as well as the most critically exposed

individuals, to levels that will protect their health and wel-

fare with an adequate margin of safety.*

Finally, eetabllshlng values for cumulative noise exposure

must be contingent on an appropriate balance between desirable noise

levels and varyln8 economic capabilltys and soelologlcal effects among

aenmunltlaso The study reported in a follawlng subsection (eeenomlc

implications) estlmatad the approximate eaonomim costs to achieve various

values of the day-nlght average sound, and considered aircraft aetlvlty

as the only source of noise. However, _s inferred from the preceding

Cable this may not he the case for selected levels at specific a_r-

ports. Iden_ifying the broader sooiologlcal implications of achieving,

various levels of cumulative noise exposure was not possible during

the time period avadlable for this study. These Impllmgtlons in-

clude such questions as:

* With regard to '_elfare" effects, there is a wide range
of degree of human response to noise; and thus there may be a
range of such levels taking this into account.
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Whac is the effect of possible restdencial re-

location to achieve compatible lend use on neiEhbor-

hood social structures?

What ere the contributions of the other potential

noise sources in the co.unity?

What, if any, ate the long-term effects on the

social structure of residential neighborhoods if they

' remain in a high noise environment?

Can conversion of noise impacted, lower density

residential housing into renewal, high density resi-

dential areas be acceptable if adequate noise control

is incorporated in the new structures, as contrasted wish

conversion to possibly higher value co_ercial and

' reeidentiol uses?

Consideration cf these and other social costs and benefits

• will be made by the EPA ±e its preparation of proposed regulations

for airport noise.

There are several main "i_plications"* of adopting mechanisms

for identifyin8 and then aehievin8 cumulative noise measures ss a

means of controlling aircraft noise. The most important, beyond
i

* As used here. "implications" applies to the relationship of
the proposal _o possible consequence of its adoption.
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those of public health and welfare, are discussed in the following

subsections, and include those relating to legal, economic and

fundamental policy considerations. In examining these, others

have been noted which require further study and which will be

addzessed by the agency in greater depth in developing details

of proposals on this measure.

Leaal Implications

This discussion deals with the legal Impllcatlons of identifying

and achieving levels of cumulative noise around airports adequate

to protect the public health and welfare. Although the nuances

of the governing ease law ere extremely complex, the following

legal implications must be kept in mlnd:

• o Identification of cumulative noise levels at airports

to protect public health and welfare could be used to

support additional liability against airport owners.

This could follow from the mere act of "identification."

o Under the Burbank deeislon_ achlevemene can be accomplished

to great extent only by overall Federal regulation.

o Identification of Federal re@ulatlons and establishment of

cumulative noise levels may shift liability from airport owners

to the Federal Government; but achievement should reduce airport

noise llsblllty.

I
i o Any shift in liability to the Federal Government will create

I a problem during the period between Federal identification

and the achievement of noise levels requisite to protect the

public health and welfare.



o If the Court ware to hold that liability had shifted by

reason of preemption, a legislative solution for the

interim period is unlikely, because liability is largely

based on the constitutional requirement that Just com-

pensation must be paid for the taking of property.

i

Three decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States are

o in point. These cases _re: United States v. Causby, 328 U,S. 256

(1946); Gri2j_ v, Allegheny County, 369 U.S. 84, (1962); and

Cit_ of Burbank v. Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc.

U.S. .(1973). The rule in the Causby case was that

the Federal Government (either as the partial lessor of the Winston

Salem, North Carolina, Airport or as the operator of the milltary

aircraft in question) had "taken" in the constitutional sense of

the PifthAmendment, a property interest or "aviation easement" in

the land the military aircraft overflew. The United States was

required to pay Just compensation for the dlm_nution of the value
!

i of the overflown property. In practical effect the result was that

i compensation was paid for the right to continue the damaging noise.

i -

In the Orlggs ease the Supreme Court had before it another

overflight d_age/taking ease. The airport was owned by a political

subdivision of Pennsylvania. The aircraft generating the over-

flight noise were those of co_ercial scheduled air carriers, the

flight patterns and paths of which were regulated by the FAA.

It was clear tha_ there could be no Fourteenth Amendment taking by

the commercial carriers (analogous to the Fifth Amendment taking of
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Causby) since the earrdere who used the airport and generated the

noise were not state bodies. The majority of the Court, per Hr.

Justice Douglas, held that the local government, as owner of the

airport, has responsibility and authority to acquire adequate approach

land to the airport (using the analogy of a governmental bridge

builder who must acquire by condemnation sufficient land to build

approaches to the bridge) and was therefore in the position of

having taken property consisting of an aviation casement from Mr,

Griggs who_ property had been directly overflown by the air carriers f

aircraft. The Court thus held that the local governmental owner of the

airport must compensate the property owner for the taking. In the dissent,

Mro Justice Black noted that the airport construction including landing

layouts and approach ways had been supervised and approved and in large

part paid for by the PAAunder its Federal Aid to Airports Program; and

that since the airport approaches were both placed end lt_ted by the

Federal Government rnthsr than the airport ownerp the former should be

liable for the resulting Just compensation under the Fifth Amendment.

In Burbank, the Court bad before it a ¢mnlelpal ordinance

that made it unlawful for a privately owned airport located within

the Jurisdiction of the municipality co permit the operation of

Jet a_rcraft between ii p.m. and 7 a.m. The Court held that curfew

was an amtonstltutlonal exercise of the munlclpalltles _ police power

because the "pervasive nature of the scheme of Federal regulstlon of

aircraft noise, . . leads us to conclude there is Federal pre-

emption." This wan based on the Court's analysis of the Noise

Control Act of 1972 which determined "that FAA, now in conjunction

wlth EPA, has full control ever aircraft noise, preempting

state and local control."
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The holding is Burbank means that a state, or any political

subdivision thereof, cannot use it police power to protect its

citizens from aircraft noise because the Federal government has

preempted the power to do so. However, more than 99_ of the noise

impacted airports used by scheduled air carrier aircraft are in

fact .owned by the statesp or political subdivisions thereof, Can

these governmental owners exercise their own property rights to

achieve floiee abatement? This questions is a very real one. Would,

or could, the FAA perm/t one of the large imternatianal or hub

oirports to curfew operations at night as s matter of proprietary

rlght? The Court in Burbank cited actloo by the FAA in 1960 which

"rejected a proposed restriction on Jet operations at the Los

Angeles airport between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. because such restrict-

ions could create critically serious problems to all air transporta-

tion." However, in a footnote, the Burbank op_nio_ declines to

determine whether "proprietary" rights such as curfews and non-

• discriminatory quotes would either stand or fall under the pre-

anptim_ doctrine.

The foot_ote in question deals with the legislative history of

i the 1968 Act (PL 90-411). The text o£ the footnote ds as follows_
i

"The letter from the Secretary of Transportation...

expressed the view that tthe proposed leglslatlon will

not affect the rights of a State or local public agency,

as the proprietor of an ai_ort, from lesulng regula-

tions or establishing requirements as to the permlssabla

level of noise which can be created by aircraft using
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the alrpor_, Airport owners accinB as proprietors can

presently deny the use of their alrport8 on the basis of

noise conside_atlons so long as such exclusion is non-

discriminatory.'" (Emphasls in opinion.) "Appellants and

The Solicitor General submit that this iudicates _ha_ a

munlclpallty with Jurlsdictlon over an alrpo_t has the

power to Impos_ a curfew on _he alport, uotwlthstandlng

Federal _esponslbil_ty in the a_ea. Bu_, we are coucerned

here not with an ordlnance imposed by _he City of Burbank

as 'p_oprletor' of the airport, but wlth the exerciBe o_

police power. While the Hollywood_Eurbank Airport may

be the only _aJor airport which is prlvately owned,

many airports aze owned 5y one municipality ye_

physically lo_ated in another. For example, the

prlnclpal airport se_in 8 Cincinnati is located in

_!_ Kentucky. Thus, authority that a munlclpallty r_ay have

_ as a landl_rd is not necessarily congruent with its

police power° We do not considere here what limits

_f any apply to a municipality a_ a p_opri_o_."
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As discussed earlier, the "identlfloatlon" of a noise level

standard requisite to protect the public health and welfare may

generate Griefs type litigation against airports. For example,

assume EPA were to identify "X units" of some cumulative measure

of noise as completely unacceptable to publlc health and welfare.

Without further Federal action, such identification could be used

by lawyers to attempt to define a cause of action based on the health

damage to their clients which would, of course, then be subject to

proof on an individual 5asls. Without more, the sole act of

identlfyln 8 a F_deral noise level would not necessarily shift

Grlggs type liability to the Federal government. However, if in

addition to identification, the airport owner is denied the right

unilaterally to limit the use of its airport to defend itself from

lltigatlon based on the Federally identified noise level, _he

_: possibly of a shift in llahillty cannot be ruled out.

i.
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In short, achievement would appear to EPA to be most feasible

through noise certification o_ airports which would enable the FAA co

work out a natlenal system of noise abatement options for each

airport to achieve the identified levels locally and prevent local

action inconsistent _Ith the national air transportation system. To

the _ent the airport owner would be required to, and did, comply

mith the Federal noise certification system, the owner might be

immune £rom noise nuisance litigation becauce of the defense of

legalized nuisance. It will also mean that in taking litigation, the !

defendant mlght be the Federal Covernment, since the alrport operator

would be eeting in complisn_e with and under the mandate of e Federal

regulation.

' The above legal implications have been atn_marlzed and then

discussed in the contex_ of the governing case law. The acts of

Identlfi=ntlon, airport certification for noise, and the statutory

goal of achievement are all presently mandated by Congress (12).

Thus, Section 5 of the Noise Control Action of 1972 directed EPA

to (I) develop and publlch by July 27, 1973, "criteria with respect
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to noise. Such criteria shall reflect the scientific knowledge

most useful in indicating the kind and extent of all identifiable

effects on the public health or welfare which may be expected from

differing quantities and qualities of noise;" and (2) by October

27, 1973j to "publlah information on the levels of environmental noise

the attainment and maintenance of which in defined areas under various

conditions are requisite to protect the public health and welfare

t_th an adequate margin of safety."

_- Next, EPA was directed by Sectiou 7 of the Noise Control Act

of 1972 to "submit to the FAAproposed regulations to provide such

control and abatenent of aircraft noise and sonic boon (including

control and abatement through the exercise of any of the FAA_s

regulatory authority over air co_merce or transportation or over

aircraft or airport operatinns) as EPA determines ie necessary to

protect the public health and welfare."

In summary, the EPA has the duties to define noise criteria,

to publish and thus identify levels of environ_entol noise requioite

to protect the public health and welfare with an adequate margin

of safety, and, after reporting Co Congress , to propse regulations

to the FAA for the abatement and control of aircraft noise as EPA

deems necessary to protect the public health and welfare.

With respect to the authority to achieve FAAIs expllclt

regulatory authority over alrportoperatlons, Section 611 added

noise to the criteria that must be taken into account in issulns

any certificate under Title VI. More epeclflcally, the new
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Section 611 directed the FAA, after consultation with DOT, to

prescribe :

"Standards for the measurement of aircraft noise.. .

and prescribe and amend such rules and regulations as

the FAA may find necessary to provide for the control

and abatement of aircraft noise...including the

spplleatlon of such standards, rules and regulatlons in

_he issuance of any certificate authorized by • . .(Title

Vl) ."

In 1970, the Airport and Alrway Development Act (AADA), also

by way of amendment to the Federal Aviation Act, required that every

airport serving civil sir carriers operating under a CAB certificate

of publlc convenice and necessity must obtain an airport operating

certificate under Section 612. Then, as noted earlier in this

report, the Noise Control Act of 1972, amended Section 611 to

require the FAAafter consulatlon with DOT and EPA, "in order

to afford present and future teller and protection to the public

health and welfare from aircraft noise.. ,(to) prescribe and amend

standards for the measurement of aircraft noise and sonic boom and

shall prescribe and amend such regulations as the FAAmay find

necessary to provide for the control and abatement of airera£t

noise, . .including the application of such stondards and regulations

in the issuance, amendment, modification, suspeasionp or revocation

of any certificate authorized hy this tltle."
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The Agency has concluded chat the tlmely adopclon and implementa-

t_on o£ an alrport noise cer_Iflcat_on _egulatlon £s the keystone of

a comprehenslve program to dlmlsh a/rcraft no_e in co_unltles _o

l_vel _dequate Co protect public health and welfare.

The FAAf8 alrport cer_iflaat_on process appears _o EPA to be

_he proper mechanism for admln_sterlng the alrport nolse rogulatlon.

and no new leglslatlon is needed. The process env£sloned is as

follows:

After the promulgatlon of the Federal airport noi_e regulation,

_he ex_stln E airports wi_h Jet alrcr_ft opera_ions would be revlewed_

and those not _n comp1_ance with the regul_tlon idencif_ed. A number

of large air c_rr_er _irports could be so identlf_ed Immediately after

p_omulgatlon of the regulatlon. Proprietors of _den_if_ed alrporta would

be give_ a spe_ifled amount of _e to develop, and submi_ _o the

FAA, their _mplem_n_at_on plans. Development of impleme_tation plans

_ for each a_rpor_ should be done by a consultlve local p_ocess_

_nvolv_ng governments _nd concer_d pe_sunB _n the alrport vlcln_ty.

Testlng the effectiveness of various _]tern_t_vc op_rat£onal

°

: modes for the alrpor_ _hould be c_rr_ed out as part of _he local

i development of the _plementa_ion plan,

Th_ _reed-upun _mpl_men_atlon plan for _he alrpor_ wuuld then

be submitted to _he FAA for approv_l. Any flnal adjustments o_ the

, pl.n required durln8 _he _pp_oval process would be _ncorpor_d,
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subject to PAAanforcement. Airport proprietors that fail to pro-

pose an implementation plonby the specified deadline would have

implementation plans imposed upon the_ at the Federal level, This

would followPAAdevelopment of a plon, including participation

by all concerned persons. Progress in implementing approved plane

would be reviewed on a periodic basis.

Two additional legal implications deserve co_znent. They arise

under dlffcvent authority and therefore are discussed separately. The

first concerns the application to airport and airline employees

(as well as other employed persons whose work place noise environment

may be dominated by aircraft noise) of the occupational noise exposure

s_andards as promulgated by the Secretary of Labor pursuant to the

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 CFR Section 1910.95),

The 0S_L% occupational noise exposure standards require protection

against the effects of noise when sound levels exceed a limit value,

'r e.g. 90 dBA for an 8 hour work day. This is a bearing impairment

standard not geared to "public health and welfare." Rather, the OSHA

standard is derived from the rep!ncemen_ of the old comaon law

concepts of master-servant and assumption of risk, which denied all

w0rk-lncurred liability with the concept of workman*s eo_pensatlon,

which while l_mitin8 recovery, made recovery easy.

The only area of conflict that could arise would be where the

airport _mployee, for example, were to work at the maximum OSHA

standard for an 8 hour day and reside in a maximum noise impacted

area under as EPA identified level. It is possible that this could

lead to additional liabilityD particularly if hearing impairment were
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proven,

The second implication concerns the identification by EPA of levels

of noise requisite to protect the public health and welfare and the

application of such levels to noise impacted areas adjacent to military

airports. As noted earlier in discussion of the Causby case, the

Federel 8ovsrnment is liable under the Fifth Amendment for takln$s of

property by military aircraft overfliEht noise. Such liability might

be extended by identification of a public health and welfare level in a particular

case since it could be used to assert that the overflown property was

damaEed to the extent it could not be safely used as a residence.

H_wever_ the cause of action would have to remain one for n constltu-

tional taking, because the Federal Eovernment is subject tn suit

in tort only by reason of the Federal Tort Claims Act. The act bars

suite arising out of actions taken under the "discretionary function"

of the Federal government. Thus a lltiSaut would have to prove that

i. the flIshts sf the military aircraft were pursuan_ to a negllgent

decision of the Federal government and not pursuant to a responsible

decision. Such proof would be difficult, it not impossible, under

!.
the prevailing Ease law.

The extension of Federal noise liability at aliltary airports

is also countered by the present DOD competible use programs,

"Air Instslletlons Compntlble Use Zones (AICUZ). AICUZ seeks to

assure that the use of privately owned real property near

_i!!tary alrporta is used in a manner co_aeible wlch both mission

accomplishment sad protection of the public. As is set forth in

Reference 13, AICUZ uses a cumulative noise criterion to determine
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noise impacted property, and if local zoning or other desired action

is not forthco_ng appropriate Federal action would be required,

Economic Implications

The objective of this discussion is co delineate the economic

costs and problems of identifying and achieving several specified

levels of cumulative noise exposure, by various methods of noise control

and abatement. In analyzing the implications of identlfylagand

achieving such levels of noise exposure, the following issues are

examined:

o economic implications of identifying cumulative average

day-night noise exposure levels ILdn used in this study>,

o the costs of achieving such levels for each of the entities

contributing to the airport environmental noise problem,

_ o cost allocation and financing options.

(S) Economic Implications of Identifyin_ Cumulative Noise

Exposure Levels

Identification of cUmulative noise exposure levels embodies

several implications with the potential for economic costs apart

from the costs required to achieve such levels through noise abate-

_ent and control strategies. The implications arise in two areas

of interest: (|) the cost of monitoring airport noise and measur-

ing noise exposure levels around alrportsond (2) the cost or

liability which might be incurred by responsible institutions if
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cumulative noise exposure levels are used no define causes of

action for personal or property damages resulting from aircraft/

airport noise.

Coats,of Mopltortn_

With the identification of cumulative noise levels and their

:" statistically expected populatlon effects, responsible local

government organizations can be expected to attempt to determine

the e_tent of their respective alrport noise environment problems.

Necessarily, such actions wlll requlre resources. Based on

curreot information (15), the cost of establlshlag and malntaln/ng

a monltorlng program for spproxlmately 500 commercial airports,

representing 99 percent of all commercial aviation operations, are

i estimated at 5 million dollars per year*. This estimate does

not cover the cost of monltorlngp if desired, at smaller general

aviation airports which do not serve eor_merclal carriers.

Possible Compensation Liablllty

As indicated in the discussion of legal lmpllcaClons of

identifying airport noise exposure levels, it is possible _hat

any cumulative noise exposure measure, end the statistically

expected popuZatlon health and welfare effects identified by

* This figure (in 1973 dollars) includes the coat of purchase
or lease of monitoring equipment and labor, calculated on the
basis of four man days and one 24-hour monitoring period per
tO00 annual operations.
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the Federal Government,_11 be used by private litigants to

define onuses of action for the recovery of personal or property

damages resulting from aircraft noise.

Any discussionof potential llabillty or litlgatlon recovery

resulting from identificationof noise exposure levels is highly

speculative. Past experlence regarding compensationsuits against

airports indicates that the threatof litigation is much greater

than the actual Judgments resultingtherefrom. To date, several

b£111o_ sellers of airport litigationhas been filed against

Just one air terminal (LAX). Recoveries,nationally,

for noise related damages have amounted to approximatelyone

tenth of one percentof the claims, i

Identificationo2 cumulativenoise exposure levels is not a

maw concept. The NoiseExposure Forecast methodology, developed

by the FAA, was introducedin the late 1960's, and although

• later wlthdrawn by FAA, has continuedto be used by HUD and other

state and federal agencies. Onlyin one stats, California,were

such NEF fore=a_ts _sed as evidenceof _hs _xteltts2 airport

noise impact. Thus, It is uncertain,at best, whether mere

identificationof cumulative noise exposure levelswill in

fact result in substantialairportnoise compensationrecoverles

(12).

Assuming, however_ that such nslse exposure levels were

adopted by the Courts as means _or defining a cause sf action for

noise related damages_ the most likely use would come in personal
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damage suits. If it were determined that a given level of

cumulative noise exposure resulted in n potential risk of hearing

loss to those exposed for long durations to such levels, a new

type of airport litigation might evolve. Such suits would

be brought by si_ort neighbors asserting damages resulting from

anticipated inpslred he_ring and/or substantial diminution of

property value in areas made "unhealthy" by aircraft noise.

ApprcxJmately four percent of the persons living for long p_riods in areas

- subject to cumulative nolse'levels equivalent to the Ldn g0 used in the EPA

study are subject to a potential rlsk of bearing loss above that which would

no_mally be expected (i), If this level were _he ultimate standnrd, and

assuming these Individuals sued for damases for hearing loss

caused by nlrport noise, the upward bound of possible litigation

nan be estimated from experience in work_an's compensation eases

arising out of occupational noise related deafness.

If each litigant recovered the average omount ($2500) paid to

workmen suffering occupational caused henrlng Loss (16), airport.

airlines or the United States _ovnrnment might be subject to

liability on the order of 20 millions of 1973 dollars.

A bound on the possible recovery for property value losses

which mlght be clslned if cumulative noise exposure cri_erls are

adopted by the courts in inverse condemnation litigation may be

calculated from the costs of soundproofing or relocating noise-
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sensitive land uses subject to the Ldn levels used as examples in thi_ -tudy.

table I below sets forth such estimates, indicating that, for example, if 60 Ldn

were held to define a right to compensation for property value

dlminutlon, recoveries might total as much as 33 billion dollars,*

Table I

Estimates of the National Extent of the Current

Airport Environmental Noise Problem

Day-Night Avg. 1972 Population Exposed (I) Compatible Land Use

Noise Level (Millions of people) Costs (17)**

(Ldn) (Billions of 1973 dollars)

Greater Than
80 0.2 2.0

70 3.4 19.0

60 16.0 33.0

These figures assume (1) that every court adopts such levels

as defining proper causes of action for compensation; (2) that every

person living in such noise impacted areas sues for damages; (3)

that every litigant could show substantial diminution of property

value to the maximum amount--e,g., that their land was not more

valuable for other purposes; and that no obstacles to litigation,

such as statutes of limitation, exist to bar recovery, i

* It should be noted that wlth noise conditions such as that

described by the Ldn 60 value - other sources of noise may he
of equal or more importance,

** _e the re-development of incompatible land uses, public

I investment recoveries from high density commercial and industrlal
land uses can result in off-setting, If not exceeding, the totnl

i costs of such land use conversion, given the demand for such uses;
but note_ the Federal Government has no police power or other
direct authorities in this regard.
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Furthermore, it is rare that compensation litigation is the

first step taken by aggrieved airport neighbors. Rathor, law

suits often appear as a reaction to frustrated efforts to lessen

noise impacts via other methods. The compensation implications

discussed here therefore should not be expected to be realized

immediately upon identification of cumulative noise exposure levels

requisite to prote=t public health and welfare. When IdentlfiEatlon

of such levels is not followed by a viabl_ program co achieve

necessary nclse control and abatement, however, airport neishbors

_" and courts may be inclined to tske more preelpltous action as

discussed herein. When and if such aetlons can be taken, local

governments should be expected to try to minimize the extent of

i their reapectlve noise environment problems with the methods

available to them. Among the set nvailabls, if they are the

owners of the airport, are curfews on operations and aircraft type

restrictions, which, if instltuted, can affect the levels of air

and mall service to a community snd increase the _ost of operations

to the civil aviation industry.* Note that such local actlons

!i could severely d_stort the overatlons and costs of the national

transportation system. Thus, if cumulative noise exposure

levels are identified, expeditious development end implementatlon

of a coozdlnsted program to achieve such levels must be pursued.

Such a program should Include s complementary effort relative to

; populations adjacent to large _litazy airports.

_ _ As iB diecussed eerlier_ therE iB a que8tion e9 to whether

such proptiet_ry aet_ _ _et S_Er_e_ a_ect iet_r_tate
_ir _nerce o
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(b) Costs ,of,Achlevln_ Cumulative Noise Exposure Limits

The Noise Control Act of 1972 establishes the ultimate goal

of reducing noise exposure--from aircraft as well as other sources--

to levels which adequately protect the publlc health and welfare.

In terms of aircraft/alrport noise, achievement of this goal will

requlra action to:

(I) Reduce source noise _mpsct - through application

of aircraft and engine noise abatement takeoff and

approach procedures. In addition, possible airport

operational controls may be applied, such as the

selection of approach and departure routes; realign-

ment of airport runways; limitation in the use of

certain aircraft types at some airports; imposition

of partial or total curfews; restrictions on

flight frequency, etc., and/or

(2) Protect nolse-sensltlve receivers - through the

soundproofing of residential and other sensitive

structures or through the relocation of existing

incompatible land uses.

Achievement of a desired cumulative day-nlght noise exposure

level, for the purposes of this dlscusslon, lnfers separs_io_ of

Ineompatlble_ nolse-sensltlve land uses from specified levels of

noise impact. _lls may be done by reducing the noise impact at the

nolse-sensltlve receiver and/or by insulating or relocating the
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receiver. Often achievement o_ a given Ldn level _11 require a

combination of th_se actions_ which will result in _ change in

the shape of, or diminish, the n_ea _round an airport which is

subJec_ to the given cumulatSve noise exposure. Sfmllarly,

modifications of flight routes around airporCs may be used to

shift nolae l_pact zones _o areas containing fewer or no noise-

sensitive receivers. Yet, actions to reduce sound levels through

such aircraf_ source abatement and operational options m_y not

totally solve _he problem at _ given Ldn level. These options

alone may not be c_pable oE separ_ting all noise sens_tive l_nd

uses from incompa_ble noise _pac_a as defined by _he giwn

cum_lat_ve no_se expoaure level. In such cases, addition_l

actions must be taken to soundproof the structures in the noise-

sensitive a_eas_ or relocate inco_pat_ble land uses which remain,

aEter o_her options have been _mplemented.

However, there _s a l_ait to the effectiveness of structural

_re_tment or (soundproofing) teehnolo_. For those noise-sensitive

_eceivers exposed t_ no_se which c_nno_ be effectively reduced _o

comp_ti_le levels by soundproofing the only remaining alternative

£s relocation (17). Furthermoze, the _ppl_c_tion of soundproofin_

does not address _he problem of outdoor noise levels° For pur-

poees of this discusaionp _ ha_ been assumed that all nofse-

a_si_ive receivers _hich involve outdoor as well as indoor

act_v_ties, e°g., all _es_dent_ _1 u_es_ must be relocated from

the a_ea subject to cumulative _oise levels which would resul_ in

eventual hearing losso The cos_ of ach_evi_g any given Ldn level,
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therefore, will be the cost of implementing noise source abatement

technology and airport/aircraft operational options plus the

expenee of soundproofing or relocating those noise-sensitive receivers

which remain impacted by such noise exposure levels after technological

and operational options have been employed. Clearly, the more

extensive the implementation of source and path noise reduction, and

airport operational options, the l_er the requirements for reeniver

or land us_ controls to _fachieve" a given Ldn goal° The eeono_c

question r_ised by the discussion here is what combination of

these options _orm the most efficient, or cost-effective and t_ely

resolution of the civil airpozt noise exposure problem. There do

not exist sufficient data at this time to estimate the extent and

costs of achievement for impacted areas around military airports.

Source noise reductions, requiring retrofit into the existing

fleet, necessitate time to fabricatet demonstrate, cerCify and

_ install such kits on the ai_erafc. This time element plays an

_mportant role in the dynamics of noise level a_hievement in tha_

the fleet mSx, levels of operations, and cost of achievement will

vary with time. For example, future production versions of

the current narrow body commercial aircraft will most likely be

in compliance with current FAR 36 standards; new _de body _ir-

craft will be even quieter. Consequently, by 1980 the expected

trend is towards a sradual reduction in airport environment_l

noise as these relatively quiener aircraft constitute _n in-

creasing portion of the operatin S fleet° Note alao that the retro-

fit candidate set of noisy aircraft will decrease with ti_e which

means that lower source abatemen_ cost may obtain, The timing
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of the retrofit implementation then has a significant impact on when

a level of achievement can be realized and the costs of achieving

a particular day-nlght average noise level.

For the situation where no source abatement options are im-

plemented_ there will be reductions wlth time in the constant

dollar costs of achieving average day-night noise environments using as examples

:, the values 60p 70, and _U decibels tar tim 1978-1980 time period aa

! compared to those for achieving the same results in 1972 (Option

A, Table 2 and Table I). Essentially, the gradual retirement

of noisy narrow body Jet alrcraft a_d their replacement with

_' new quieter aircraft results In a reduction of the 1972 impacted
ii

areas to the extent that the impacted 1972 populations for the 60,

70 D and 80 example levels of day-night average noise are reduced by 19_

17 and 50 percent respectively.*
L

Various flight path and source noise reduction options have

been investigated (15, 17). Table 2 reflects the preliminary

results of a complementary DOT study (18) which included represent-

i " atlve technological options as indicated in column I of this Table.

Table 2 also contains derived data from the EPA Tank Force study

(17). Some of the data in this Table may be revised in the final

ii DOT study report but the relative relationships shown are expected

to obtain.

* This assumes no change in population distributions with time
in the impacted areas.
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NOTES:

* Modeling and computational methods allowed estimates of

population to the nearest i00 thousand people. Particular
airport problems will result in a residual population,
estimated to be less than 50,000 people, within the 80 day-
night average noise level zone.

** These population impact and resulting cost estimates have
been adjusted to reflect expected results rather than depending
upon modeling and computational method results which predict

identical results for all options.

s** Costs, availability dates and populatlon impact estimates
are baaed upon Department of Transportation preliminary
data of the 23 airport study.

I. All coats are stated in billions of 1973 dollars. Technology
costs include following elements: investment, operating
costa, down time and lost productivity.

2. Operational effects and implementation costs of the two-

segment approach are included in each subsequent option.
The estimated costa of thln Technology Transfer is 67
millions of dollars. The I00 million shown here results

from rounding to the nearest significant digit in billlons.

3. The costs for compatible land use include soundproofing
and/or relocation and land development depending on the

i noise reduction requirement,

' '; 4. 0.3 billion to cover only the cost of noise retroflttln s

the general aviation Jet fleet may have to be added Co
i:: each option in order Co insure population reductions

i indicated in the Table.

5. Airport administrative and operational options may be
optimized for the alrportts specific problems and thus
reduce impacted residential land areas hy as much as 50%.
Consequently, values shuwn in colLu_n 6 could he reduced
approximately 50 percent.
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One noise reduction option not investigated in detail was

the complete replacement of the cou_erclal aviation fleet with

quieter current technology aircraft. Implementation of this option

was found to be impractical since there does not currently exist

a replacement alternative for the JTgD powered portion of the fleet

(17). If a replacement alternative were available, the cost of

total fleet replacement has been estimated to be in excess of 8

billions of 1973 dollars (19).

Before discussing the effectiveness and environmental noise

level achievement cost estlmates, two basic shortcomings in the

data must be outlined. Briefly, the set of airport noise re-

duction options, which minimize the population exposed, is unique

at each alrport due to the local topography, demography, runway

orientation, flight frequencies, etc. This uniqueness precludes

a quantitative extrapolation to a national estimate at this time

because sufficient data on the effectiveness of each option for

an adequate number of airports are not available. The "best

estimate" of the combined national effectiveness of these airport

options is that as much as a 50 percent reduction in the remaining

impacted land area can be expected (15); the remaining impacted

land area is that residual remaining after adjustments for source

and path alternatives have been made. Implementing these options

will incur additional costs which are not estimated here, such as

increased operating costs resulting from possible curfews or

flight frequency limitations.
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The second shortcoming in the data was the inability to

locate or develop data on the extent to which general aviation

aircraft activity contributes to the national and/or individual

airport noise environment problem. There are several types of

business Jet aircraft whose noise output exceeds the current FAR

36 levels snd for which there exists source noise reduction

technology. To insure consistency in the alternative effectiveness

estimation and in computing the costs of achievement, the

assumption was made that these aircraft would have the appropriate

.technologies retrofitted into the respective airframes by 1978.

The total investment costs under this assumption are estimated

to be on the order of 300 millions of 1973 dollars (17). Down-

time and lost productivity cost estimates for retrofitting this

_i portion of the civil aviation fleet are not available at this

_i time.

r

_I One final point, land use cost, as used in the subsequent

dlscusslon_ includes the costs associated with local government

;i: action, in the remaining impacted area, of zoning, relocations,

redevelopment and/or some degree of structure treatment.
i

To implement a national, all weather, two-segment approach

(option g of Table 2) the aircraft must be retrofitted with the

requisite instrumentation and the airports must also adjust and/or

install attendant instrumentation. These requirements are

estimated to cost some 67 milllons of 1973 dollars to implement

(shown as I00 million in Table 2 due to rounding) (15). Implement-
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ing this option will reduce the number of people exposed to the

bdn levels of 60, 70, and 80 decibels by 22, 23 and 50 percent

respectively in 1978 as compared with 1972 estimates. The cost

to achieve outdoor environments of Ldn 60, 70 and 80 decibels for

those people still impacted are estimated to be 22,3, 13.2, and 1

billion dollars tespeotlvely. Note the achievement costs for a

70 Ldn environment have dropped from 15.5 billions to 13.3 billions

of 1973 dollars. Thus, if 70 Ldn was the level to be achieved,

implementing a two segment approach would be desirable since the

savings in achievement costs more tham offsets the implementation

costs of the two segment approach.

Retrofitting the entire commercial fleet with SAM kits and

Implementln8 the two segment approach, all of which can he

accomplished by 1978, will reduce even further the levels of 1972

impacted popolatios and the achievement costs. The combined costs

of implementing the requisite hardware and instrumentation, plus

the resulting increase in operating expenses and lost productivity

to the slrlinesD are estimated to be some 600 millions of |973

dollars. To realize the impacted population estlmates, some

portions of the business Jet fleet will also have been retrofit

with available technology as was discussed earlier. For these

technology transfer costs, the 1978 impacted populations at 60,

70 and 80 Ldn reflect a reduction of 25, 35, and I00 percent*,

* Due to the es_imatlng procedure in is acknowledged that
particular airport problems will result in residual population

remaining. For 80 Ldn it is estimated that less than 50,000
people will be exposed to such levels where the percent reduction
is stated as lO0.
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when compared to 1972 estimates respectively. Costs of achieving

the Ldn levels for the remaining population are estimated to be

20.i, I0.8 and 0.6 billions of 1973 dollars. Again it should be

noted that these achievement costs can be significantly reduced

by the effective implementation of airport operator options.

Retrofitting Reran kits into aircraft will require a longer

period to implement, In addltlon, the investment and operating

costs of this technology option are significantly higher than

those of the previous options discussed. Offsetting these costs

is their increased effectiveness in reducing the 1978 impacted

population estimates. Consequently, the total implementation

costs (including residual land use costs) of achieving various

outdoor noise levels decreases. In every case, the savings in

achievement cost exceeds the costs of aircraft modifications.

These data may also be found in Table 2.

i These decision data on the effectiveness ,nd cost effects

of the various noise reduction options can be used as a base to

design an affeotive airport environment noise reduction program.

Different design strategies can be developed taking into account

tochnolog7 transfer and total achievement costs plus various

degrees of risk, Table 2 indicates that there are potentially

greater reductions in impacted population with Refan retrofits

•than with SAM retrofit options. However, the SAM technology can

be implemented earlier at lower cost and the resulting noise

reductions are more reliably known. A decision to rely entirely
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upon Hefan retrofit will result in a minimum two-year delay of

relief for some of the population. In addition, if the Hefan'e

performance is less than predicted then the final population results

and costs of achievement will be less favorable than expected.

The benefits of a decision to SAM retrofit are earlier relief via

demonstrable technology hut higher land use costs to achieve a

compatible noise level. However, reliance only on the SAM retro-

fit may preclude the possibility of a more effective and financially

equitable solution by not allowing for the technological potential

of the Refan program. There is an intermediate strategy which

would accommodate a continuous program of further noise relief via

technology. This is to initiate prompt actions to retrofit the

fleet with SAM. If the current phase of the Hcf an research program

is successful, then that portion of the fleet which has not already

been retrofitted with SAM could be retrofitted with the Reran tech-

nology.* The Reran research program should be accelerated, if evalua-

tion of the present research program indicates that this will maximize

in an efficient manner reduction in airport noise exposure.

TO sehiev_ any cumulative noiRe level, th_ more

rapid the technology and airport options are implemented, the smaller

will be the land use option financial requirements. This result

suggests that as soon as a level of public noise exposure is selected,

then to minimize the costs of achieving this level, the timing for

implementation of the various options of a noise reduction program is

such that an action program must shortly follow.

It may be econom/cally reasonable, and desirable, to subsequently

reran the entire JTBD portion of the fleet.
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In terms of the economic question of which combinations of

options are the most efficient to achieve a desired cumulative out-

door noise enviroranent level_ the following findings.can be stated.

o The costs of transferring aircraft source noise abatement

technology into the clvll aviation fleet are always less

than the costs of achieving cumulative noise without such

transfers.

o Transferring the aircraft source noise reduction technology

into the civil aviation fleet alone cannot eliminate the

outdoor noise environment problem around the nation's air-

ports.

o Source technology cannot be fully implemented into the

civil aviation fleet until 1977 at the earlleegw and path

technology by 1978; howeverj intermediate teller c,n occur

before this period by the effective exercising of fleet

operational procedures_ airport operator options and local

goverr_ment land use options. Such intermediate relief

must occur, especially the curtailme_ of further en-

croachment of population around airports, if the costs

of achievement are to be kept at a m/nlmum.
i •

o The problem of equitable treatment of populations re-

siding near large m/lltary airports cannot be ignored

and appropriate remedies and costs will have to be

developed.

Finally, the achievement of cumulative noise levels around the
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nation's airports will require international cooperation due to

the high level of foreign flag air carrier activity at a number of

domestic airports. Questions as to whether, and how, tbese nations

can comply with the domestically developed schedule of achievement,

how requisite investment and operating expense enter into their

cost functions, and whether such increased achievement costs will

he passed through or used as a competitive advantage, must and

will be addressed in the subsequent rulemaklng study effort.

(c) Cost Allocation and Financln_ options

In order to completely evaluate the implications of identifying

and achieving given levels of cumulative noise exposure, two

additional issues must be addressed: (I) who should pay for the

costs of civil noise abatement programs, and (2) how should such

programs be funded or financed?

There are a number of cost allocation alternatives which can

be determined by various legal/instltutlonal plans. The first is

to "let the costs fall where they may." Under such a system, the

airport neighbor would continue to bear the economic and social

costs of aircraft noise pollution; the aircraft operator along with

the passenger and shipper would absorb the cost of noise control

devices; and the general taxpayer would, for example, bear the noise-

related losses in delivery of public service efficiency. A second

possible allocation plan would shift the cost of both noise damages

and noise abatement to the general taxpayer through governmental, as
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opposed to _rport proprietor or airline, llablllty for noise

damage compensation and through suheld_es to airlines and airports

for the implementation of noise control technology and land use

options. A third alternative would shift the cost of damages and

noise abatement to the air transport consumer, by means of in-

! creased landing fees, taxes on air transport use, increased

tarlffsp etc. Due to market or institutional imperfections, the

.. coat allocation method selected may never exdst in pure form. For

; example, attempts to shift cost to general taxpayers or air

transport consumers may not he wholly successful, due to the

legal iemhillty in either the short or lo_g term to adjust landing

feesj tax rates, or government subsldles.

Furthermore, the ddstlnmtlon must be made between short term

financing problems vs. the issues of long-term cost allocations.

To install noise abatement equipment creates serious short-term

• capital finance problems for the airlines. Solution of this

problem is a nepaemte though related matter from the question of

how such noise abatement cost wi_l ultimately be allocated. Both

issues must be addressed and solved•

Alloeatlon of Costs

In economic terms, aircraft noise is s "technological

extermallty." That is_ the public costs of noise are not included

in the price o£ alr transportation aervdmes, gecsuae of thlB prlce

system defeet_ theem costs therefore fall on economic activities
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other than those which produce the cost. gcono_/c "welfare" doctrines

hold that if the beneficiaries of a given level o£ olr transportation

could fully compensate those persons subject to the noise /mpacts

thereof, and still acquire some net benefit, then that level of

aviation which produces the noise externality would be economically

Justifiable (20).

In order to promote the most efficient and rational _se of

air transportation, economic "efficiency" criteria dictate that

a/r firanspor_ beneficiaries must pay the full cost of providing

air service, including secondary COSTS such as those of abating

pollution. Economic principles suggest that whore such costs are

fully internallzed, l.eo, are included in the price of the service,

consumers can more rationally choose among different modes of

transportation (21). Only if all costs, Includln 8 those en-

gendered hy noise, are internalized icto the avlatlan industry,

will users, beneficiaries and operators of air transport be able

to adequately balance all factors in making the most efficient
i'

Investment and operational decisions. However, in the case of

aviation, a larse measure of the re_aa_ch and deveiopmsnt has

already been accepted as proper expenditure on the part of _he

Federal government, and thus that portion of the cost of control

is being borne by the public at large, as a public benefit charge.

L/kcwlse, since financing of _oJor projects such os airport land

redevelopment may involve the use of traditional measures of

financing, the cost of interest and bond retirement may be

broadly spread beyong a purely classic internalization of costs.
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The following discussion hi8hlLghts the practical side of this

complex issue.

Financim s of Costs

Information available at this point indicates that development

and implementation of noise control and abatement strategies

necessary to achieve specific noise exposure levels will require

substantial financial resources. While a few strategies, such as

new operating p_ocedurest would not incur large capital investment

or increased operating costs, a comprehensive noise abatement

program--Includln8 research and development of engine noise control

technology, retroflt, ims_latlon of rneidentiml structures, and

relocation of persons within zones of remaining incompatible

land uses--will necessitate a major comlt_ent of financial

resources and the development of financing methods. Without

adequate financing mechanisms, expeditious i_plamentatlon of a

comprehensive program to alleviate even the most severe airport

noise impact problems will be impossible.

Implenentation of such a comprehensive program will entail

co_mltment of financial resources in a number of public and private

sector expenditure areas. For these areas of expenditure, flnnec-

ins methods must be found if the contemplated comprehensive noise

reduction program is to be successful (22). A variety of mechanisms

have been suggested to fund these expenditure areas. The basic alter-

native is private market funding of the program elements. However,
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depending upon the degree of noise reduction requirementsj

private flmdlng capability could be exceeded (17, 22). In this

case, other financing alternatives must be employed, Examples of

such alternatlves are:

o A passenger head tax and freight tax, of a set amount

(e,g., per person and per pound) imposed on all coanerci_

air transportj either '_t the gate," or as a surcharge on

tickets and freight invoices.*

o Head and freight tax imposed only at nolse-lmpacted air-

ports.

o Expended use o£ the Airport and Airway Development Act

Trust Fund_ for use in grants to alrports and airlines

for noise abatement.

o A surcharge on the aircraft fuel tax.

o A "dollars for declhels" landing fee.

" o A general fare increase, either by a fixed amount (e.g.

$1 a ticket) or, on a percentage basis (e.g. 1 percent

per ticket).

o Grants to aircraft manufacturers, airlines and airports

financed by general tax revenues.

o Increased airport concession (e.g. parking _nd restaurant)

rental_ or fees.

o Government-guaranteed loans to airlines and _rports.

* The head tax at the gate scheme has Just been prohibited by
Congress in the recent (p.L. 93-44) AADA two-year appropriation act,
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o Interest-bearlng loans directly to local governments to

finance their options,

Different flnanclng methods meybe chosen to fund various

noise abatement options and thus a matrix of possible expenditure/

flnancln 8 alternatives must be analyzed, and appropriate choices

made therefrom.

To choose the best financing arrangements or combination of

options several questions need to be addressed:

o Who has authority to adopt the plan?

o How could it be designed and administered?

o What would be the cost Incldence--that is, if adopted,

who would ultimately pay for the cost of the noise

,, abatement expenditures so financed?

_ a HOW appropriate is the plan for financing the various

_: expenditures required for the achievement of specific

': o,,_mu!etive--oleo._.I_,

Answers to these queotlons for feasible finanodng methods

will be developed during the rule maki_ process. However, from

the options delineated it appears that Federal leglslatlon and/or

admlnlstratlve action _ght be requlred to: (i) establlsh a loan

or grant fund, prsscribtn$ the uses_ designating the agency reopon-

nible for disbursement, setting the _ount of the charge, ideotifying

methods of colleotionp and determining the life or time period of
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the fund (12); or (2) authorize airports and carriers, (with CAB

approval) to impose various tariffs or charges to finance the

noise control options for which they are responsible,

In the coarse of propoetng regulations under Section ?(b) of

the Noise Control Act of 1972_ EPAW_ll carefully explore these

questions, and make appropriate reco_mendations thereon.

E
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Noise and Overall Envirenmental Pollcy+ Impllcatinns

A major implication of adopting a cumulative noise exposure

system, from the overall environmental policy viewpoint, is the

relative impact, if anyj on other environmental requirements

(such as air quality) arlsin 8 from the institution of measures

to achieve such levels. As an example, if the required prone-

," dure for operational flisht control to meet a cumulative noise
i

health and welfare limit results in increases in slr pollution

such that primary (health) air quality standards are Jeopardized,

the question arises as to what balance is to be struck between

these requlrements, and how. The Administrator recosnlzes these

practical questions, and will take them into account in any pro-

posals relating to noise regulations as well as to actions re-

Eardin8 air quality requirements.

Adoption of a measure of cumulative noise exposures for

identifying end then achlevln 8 adequate levels of noise in

eo-_._ities adjacent to airports represents a major environ-

mental policy decision. This arises from the situation that

it is inconsistent to utilize one such plan for a particular

set of noise sources when those persons exposed thereto are

also exposed to noise from a variety of other sources; either

in their homes, work, or other life situations,

Congress, in the Noise Control Act of 1972, mareoverj has

estahl_shed a division of powers in regard to noise control

which asslgos to the Federal government those relating to
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control of noise emissions from specific sources, hut at the same

time reserves to the States and their political subdivisions the power

to establish and control ambient cumulative noise levels, with the

exception of aviation noise which is subject to Federal preemption

and domain. The Congress has charged the Administrator with the

responsibility of prescribing reconmended noise levels (Section 5 of

the Act) to be utilized by State and local governments and also has

given him authority to provide advice and assistance to the State and

cities in controlling noise through the use of such ambient (and

thus cumulative) noise levels. In fact, the one considered in the

Aircraft/Airport Noise Study has many advantages over existing plans,

due to its simplicity and ease of use for the vast majority of

situations. One of the m_Jor implisntions of use of such cumulative

noise levels for airports is that such action may make it necessary

to adopt such an approach for use in characterizing other noise

environments. The impact of adoption of s_y one system for use for

all environmental situations requires ftLrther study by EPA.

Keeping in mind the divisions of power established in the

Noise Control Act discussed above, there are a number of implications

that arise from use of cumulative noise levels for airports; these

include:

(i) Under Section _(c)(2) the _A has a responsibility to

see that standards or regulations wlth respect to noise

regardless of which Federal s_ency is the origin of such

rules, are consistent with protection of the public health

and welfare. The use of a common measure for assessing

such effects would provide a uniform approach by EPA in

dealing with such standards.
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(2) A major consideration of the implications of adopting

a common meuure of cumulative noise exposure relates
i

to the apportionment of responsibility for regulating

aircraft noise heCveen the FAA _nd EPA. By adopting

• co_on measure o£ cumulative noise exposure it be-

comes possible to establish goals and schedules for
p

reducing airport noise which are consistent with those

for other major noise systems, thereby _ing possible

! a coordinated overall program Co reduce environmenC_l

noise. Purthe_ore, it would become possible to

evaluate reNulations proposed by either agency in terms

of the beneficial results to public health end welfare

since their relationships to eu_Jlative noise eXpoSure

w_l have been establithed. _n s,,_,,ry, the arrange-

ment between the FAA and EPA envisioned by the Noise

Control Act of 1972, which ellows for exercise of

_ Judgments on safety exclusively by the FAA while ex-

pectins both agencies co work cooperatively in reducing

the lapact of alrcraft/alrport noise, h.-sod _ o_la-

tlve noise exposure_ alleviates possible problems and

facilitates eo_mication beCwenn the agencies and is

a viable arrangement.

(3) The provisions of the Noise Control Act require Chat

i the EPA establish noise emission performance standards
I
i for new products "necessary to protect public heelCh

and welfare vlth an adequate margin of safety." It

is clear from a seloncifle viewpoint that such "per-



formance standards" must somehow or other relate to a

general overall environmental health and welfare

requirement, or else the Congressional mandate cannot be

met. In devotin 8 attentlon to the principal sources

of noise in a specific situation such as noise frQm

alrcraftj consideration must be 81yen to the other

cuntrlbutln8 sources of noise even through the p_e-

dominate source may be the major offender. The use

of cumulative noise levels affords a planning tool

which, with some limitations, takes into account the

relative contribution of various sources. Thus if

intelligently used, it can be a ma_or aid in the over-

all product regulation process the Asency is required

to undertake. Use of this mathodelosy, however, also

presents some difficulty in that there are possible

over-slmpllflcatlons of inte_pretatlon of the relation

between source emission control (the Federal respons-

ibillty) and restrictions on use or other llmltatlona

(a State _d local matter).

Lastly, adoption of a cumulative noise level

neprese_te a major policy decision for the Federal government

in that this will constitute its acceptance of full responsi-

bility for establlshin S the limits within which e/rcraft noise

is to be controlled. In so dolng D as the A_inletrator now

co_te_lates reco_ndlns_ there will result _reemption of

the State and Local levels ok 8overn_ent! as envisioned in the
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Suprenm Court _urbJnk decillon, v_,th attendant possible Federa).

l£:b41£tloa. At the s_ t£mo, r.hose leaHt powers still must

be brouBht to bear, _n JuzCspoat.tion _th the Federal authority,

on choae elmanta of action z_oedod to _et auch 14_ta for whlch,

a_ deacr_.bad _.n the folZotr/n8 aection, there are no Yeder_.

police powoz_,
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SECTION 4

ADDITIONAL MEASORES AVAILABLE TO AIRPORT OPERATORS AND

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO CONTROL AIRCRAFT NOISE

The types of actions which may be taken at or near individual

airports, to limit exposure of people to aircraft noise, fall into

two main categorles_ (i) actions to limit the noise environment

generated by operations at the airports (2) actions to prevent In-

compatible land uses from huildlng up around the airport, thus

placing people within the airport's noise environment.

The noise environment generated by activity at an airport

results feoa e progression of actions, some of whlchaze under

the airport proprietor's control, except to the extent that there

is funding and approval from the FAA. These include, for example,

the initial site selection for the airport, the layout of the

runways as.related to surrounding land uses, the location of engine

maintenance runup areas, the amount and location of land D,,rchased

for airport purposes, and the progressive additions to airport

facilities which allow entry of new _ypes of aircraft or grc_ter

numbers of aircraft. It is not clear from the _ decision if

the airport proprietor may or may not in leases and contracts

with airport tenants (including airlines, fixed base operators

and others) place conditions upon the use of the airport property;

e.g., restrictions on the types of alrcraftwhich may use the airport,
!

number of operation per day por lessee, hours of o_eratlon o_ the air-

port, noise limits to be complied with, etc. Beyond actions of thls type,
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actions, which the airport operator _ty devise CO control the

noise envlronment generated at the airport require either (e) the

voloncary cooperation of ochers or (b) the imposition of a higher

au_horlty not aveilable to the airport proprietor itself. As

explained above, since the enactment of the Noise Control Act of

1972 and the decision in Burbank, it is not at all clear what

further legal authority re_ins with the airport proprietor and

:. what has be_ or will be assumed by the Federal Government. lc

is quite clear, howeverp chmt local governments acting in any

_* capacity other than airport proprietor have no authority by

which they can control noise environments at airports. Further

decal1 on this subJectj _nd the history of attempts by both State

and local governments co control airport noise by a variety of

legal means, are contained in the report of the EPAAircra£t/Airpert

Noise Study Task Force (1).

• On the ocher hand, the legal authority of local governments

Co control the development of lend use around alrpor_ _s in-

hernnc in the land use planning, zoning, building code and build-

ing permit euchority which States have traditionally delegated

to local government. With reference to new construction, these

authorities are adequate, if applied, to permit cities and

counties in the vicinity of an airport to coordinate their zoning

and building codes with the projected noise environment of the

alrporc. Thus, open apace or other melee compatible uses (e.g.,

lndu_trial, so_anreial) can be required in zones of severe noise

i_pact and the quieter areas reserved for residentiel use. In
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the case of a new airport D the extent of land area to be so

controlled may be reduced hy fee purchase of the projected impact

area or a large fractlon thereofp with the 'potential for subse-

quent lease or resale wlth deed restrictions. Building con-

struction providing a high degree of noise insulation can be

required by performance standards in building codes, where

exterior noise levels are hlgh but only the interlsr buildln8

uses are of importance.

Major air carrier airports typically generate no£se environ-

ments of such extent and scale that the land for which uses

should be controlled often falls within the jur_edlutlon of

several separate local governments. In many cases _he airport

property boundary itself may adjoin several manicipalltles or

the airport property may be entlrely within a Jurisdiction

separate from that which owns the a_rport. The coordlnatlve role

• of regional government, local councils of governments, or s_me

special purpose regional co_mlsalon or airport development

district created by the State may eh_n h_ app._ed to _i1d_

development of alrport-nolse-affected land. Examples of such

meehanlama in action are provided by the Dallas-Fort Worth

Regional A_rport; the Kansas City International Airport; the

Callfornla Airport Land Use Ce_sslons, and the Minnesota

Airport Zoning Act (the latter two being In very early stages

of implemen tatlon).

Zoni_gj ha_eyerj llk_ eyery ezerciAe of police po_er I

is lira/ted by applicable constitutional requirements. Th/s
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means at least three things. First, Lhe restrictions inpused on

property may not be so severe as to deprive the owner of all, or

subatantlally all, of its beneficial use. Applied mere parti-

cularly, this rule prohibits legislation that limits the use of

property to purposes for which there is no reasonable econoalc

de_d. Second, a zo_ng enactment canner be arbitrary,

capricious or unreasonable as applied to any particular land

., oWner, or group of owners; beset, nolse-re]oted zoning should be

part of a comprehensive plan for the area. And third, zoning

may not he employed as a substitute for use of the condemeatlon

power when an analysis of the governmental action involved dis-

closes that the 8overnes_t is, £or its own purposes acq_rln8_

using, or in the words of the courts, "taking" the zoned

property. The second _d third lialCation8 have thus far been

the principal impediments to effective airport lend use pl0nning

based upon the zoning power.

spite of the foregoing restrictions, zoning _,,; nuildin 8

const_Jctlon cont_ol_ offer major potential for prevention of

airport noise probleme. Nevertheless, zoning and building con-

trol techniques generally have bee_ infrequently used and con-

tlnue to be ISnomed in _ost localities. This has been one of

the major factors in the develop_mt of the severe noise i_acC

problems which exist around luny airports today.

I

' When the problem to be resolved is an existing impactI
! situation, the measures _vat.lable to both airport proprietors

and local goye_encs _n land use conversions retroactive
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soundproofing of homes, e_c.) are _zos: expenslve, compared with

the nltnat_oa where new oonstru_tlon _s involved. A1so_ _os_

airport proprietors do not have authority to condenm and scgulre

l_d except for dlrect airport purposes or as a result of an

inverse condemnatlon actlon° More imporcan_ly, local governments

cannot use son£ng to change a preexlst_ngj nonconformlnE usep

but lesteed must _pply emlnent domain powers and compensate the

landowner for the taklng Involved.

To put the exlstlng i_paet altnatlon in its proper per-

npectlve, it must be emphasized that conversion to compatible

land use can be very expensive. Tt requlres conde_mstlon in

_he form of "dowr_ard zoning" or outright tsklng, both of whlch

require Just compensac_on° In other eases, it will require

sound insulation, which may cost between $3,000 and $15,000 e

dwelling unit, end whlch provides a solution only for those

indoors. But the authority ex£sta and the subsequent converslon

of the taken property to co_nerclal or industrial us_ stay well

_ea_It _n ecoso_c 8aln°

A dlscuselon of the leBnl aspects of _and use control for

a£rport compstab_Icy purposes is contained in Reference I and

in grea_er detail in Reference 2, Attention is also invited to

NUDts recently published report, "Aircraft Noise I_pact_ Planning

Guidelines for Local Asenelea." Noise compatible land use as

well _s noise source control coats are _ncluded in cost effec-

tiveness analyses eoflta_ned in Reference 3.
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It is quite evident that the actt,_l ability of airport

proprietors and State and local governmental agencies to con-

trol aircraft noise st existing airports is relatively limited.

For new airports they have some additional capabilities, but

i again, these are extremely circumscribed in their effectiveness.

In both cases, _he limltations are especially acute when there

are numerous political Jurisdictions involved (as is often the

, situation), even where they have been organi_ud into a regi_al

council of goveznmnts structure.

The esereiso of the polios powers of the State and local

governments and the proprietary rights of the airport operators

have to date not bean sucomss_ul in preventing residential

encroachment into aircraft noise impacted areas. Only the

_, indirect _naideratlon of noise as a factor in approval of

Federally insured mortgages for residential dewlopment,

_, has been shown to be of value in this regard (i).

Taking all of the above, together with the Burban.__kdecision,
i

it would appear that the States, local go_rnments and airport

proprietors are sewe_ml_ limited in ability to act auld that

there is an implication that the full burden of controlling air-

i craft noise rests on the Federal Government. The fact is,

however, that the effective application of such powers and

nuthoritlss I as are _vailAbls outside the Federal Govern,_nt,

lq a neceswary c_mponent O_ a _ahs:_Five alrcraft ne|J_ con-

trol program. This is of critical Importance with regard to new

; airport siting and constructlon_ a majo_ factor in relation
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to proposed expansion of existing facilities, and absolutely

vital to any planned, orderly redevelopwent of existing Impacted

_Eeas.

A Fea-ral implementation procedu_a is necessary for the

Congressiunal _sslgoment to provide technical assistance to

local governments and to prepare model Icate and local legisla-

tion and model codes for nolss ¢_,ntrel° The AgenCy already

has iolt/sted action S with the Council of State Gsvernmeats_ to

develop recommended overall state oolse legislation. It has

plans for contlouatibn of this actlvlty; and is presently

eng_ed in the development o£ an aggressive program of expansion

of this reoponaibillty. Likawlsn, under Section 14(3) of the

Noise Control ACt, the _inlstrator has the authority to

d/sseminate to the publio (and this would include airport

proprietors) iofomation on techoigues for nolse meuuremeot

and oontrol. As a result oF the flnd/ngB of the preeent

study, we are p:_seotly dewL_tng proposals for Jolnt effo_s

with the Department of Transportatlc_ and Federal Aviation

Adminlstratlon and the affected interests such as the Airport

Operators Council International for a more cc_prshenslve approach

to education and guidance of proprietors in this area of

responsibility.
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SUrgeRY

In compliance with Section 7(a) of the Noise Control Act of

1972, the Ageecy has examined:

(i) The adequacy of Federal Aviation A_mlnistration flight and

operational noise controls;

(2) The adequacy of noise emlesion standards on new and existing

aircraft, together with recommondatlons on the retrofitting

a_d phaseout of existing ai_'mraft;

(3) The impllcatio_s of identifying and achieving levels of i

comulative noise exposure around airports;

(4) Additional measures available to airport operators amd local

governments to control aircraft noise.

The Agency had ooesldezQd the effects of noise, the maqnitude of

the noise problem, noise reduction by source technology and other

alternatlvee.

Our Principal Find/nVs Are_

o High lev61e of noise cause widespread annoyance _nd dis-

_.nrbanc_ _f speech _n.7_ay I. some eases cause hearin9 damage.

_n set/meted 16 million people are presently subjected to a wide range

of a_reraft noise effeccs varylng froe very severer!to moderate.

o A comprehensive national program for aircraft/alrport

noise _bate_ent is needed to insure that the noise control

optians available to the aircraft manufac_urtra and operators,

_ha al_or_ _ars_nre, the _doral Govemomth and ocher public

authorities are lmplenmnted _o the ex_nt necessary to protect

the public health and welfare+
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o Aircraft noise around airports i_ presently e principal

constraint on the future gro_[_ of _he slr transportation system.

o Currently available technology is capable o£ being trans-

lated into flight worthy hardware that, together with employment

of noise abatement fllght procedures, can signlflcantly decrease

the noise impact fr0m aircraft.

|

e While new aircraft types ere presently required to meet FAR

Pert 35 Appendix C noise levels, only about i0_ of approximately

2000 existing U.S. aircraft meet these standards. Except for

the Concords and TU 144 supersoL11c transports D currently avail-

able te=hnolo_y can permit the existing aircraft to at least

meet FAR 36 noise levels and also allow for aignlflcant re-

ductlon_ below these levels for new aircraft (dependleg upon

the aircraft type end the moesurlng polar).

o with respect to retraftttin 8 the existing air caLr_er fleet,

the prlu technolosieal contenders are the nacelle acoustical

" treatmeet retrofit and the tefau retrofit. Nacelle treatment

is e demonstrated technolosy that can reduce aircraft nolse to

FAR 36 levels in the shortest ti_ and at least cost. Reran

has the potential for greater noise reduction but it has not been

80_nd or Elighe _eated, SO the time _-oquired is lo_ger, the ri.sk

8rearer0 and the cost hisher.

o _usiness Jet aircraft _u{eeturer_ are deyelopin S modl-
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flcatlon kits and re-englne alternatives to enable these aircraft

to meet the noise standards of FAR 36.

m A number of noise abatement flight procedures are currently

in use in scattered parts of the air transportation system. These

include: maximum angle (full power) cllmbouts, power cutback

cllmbouts, reduced thrust takeoffs, higher approach glide slopes,

flap management approaches, _o segment approaches, and higher

minimum altitudes. If implemented at additional airports, where

appropriate, use of these procedures would provide meaningful

noise relief.

o The most effective use of technology to achieve maximum

noise control is in the design and development of new aircraft

systems. Consequently, noise abatement research and development

(both for source control and fllght procedures) must continue to

be adequately funded to insure that these new aircraft systems

evolve with the capability for substantially less no±se impact

than exists for current aircraft.

o The only realistic way of adequstely assessing the impact" of aircraft

noise at and around airports is to use a measure of cumulative noise level.

Such a measure has been developed for use in this study, based on

the currently established specific and direct effects of noise

on tllehealth and environmental welfare of humans. For a

range of values of this measure (called "day-night average

sound level" end abbreviated Ldn) the statistical probability

of occurrence, for an exposed populatd0n_ of the _ollowing
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specific effects have been presented: risk of permenent hear-

ing impairment, direct interference with speech communications,

and annoyance. The Implications for public health and welfare

protection, through achievement of the most protective level of

cumulative noise considered here, amounts to approximately 16

million people, or approximately 40 percent of the persons

presently impacted by transportation noise in urban communities.

;J

o Achieving progressively lower levels of cumulative noise

near airports has specific economic implications. Implementa-

tion of flight procedures, nacelle retrofit of a portion of the

commercial Jet fleet and sound suppression k_t retrofit of

business Jets, where necessary, are the least expensive approaches

and most expedit_ou_ to nearl7 eliminate public health and welfare

impacts around airport environs. Complete implementation can possibly

occur in five years at an estimated total investment and opera-

tional cost of less than one billion dollars. Achievement of lower

cumulative noise levels around a/rports will require, in addition to

retrofitting mo_ effective noise reduction technology into the exist-

ing fleet, in_roduction of quleter aircraft, lad use conversion, re-

sidentlal soundproofing and airport related operations control. It is

estimated to cos_ in the range of 5-13 billion dollars to atheive levels

of noise indicative of speech interference (Ldn 70)* and of 6-22 billion

dollars to achieve levels of the threshold of community annoyance(Ldn 60).

These 1973 constant dollar costBmove tcward the lower values cited t _he

earlier the more effective source noise.

*'_h_Se values are not to be considered indicative of a speciflc
EPA recommended value.
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control hardware becomes available and is retrofit into the commercial

fleet. Some forms of financial assistance may be needed by those

affected by an expeditious Implementatlon of a cumulative noise re-

duction program.

o Maximum cumulative noise levels around airports could be

specified by the Federal Government as modifications to the FAA

Airport Certification Regulation.

o Separate legal implications are associated with '.identifying" and

with "achieving" levels of cumulative noise adequate to protect the

public health and welfare from alrcraft/aJrport noise:

I. Identification of cumulative noise levels at particular air-

ports to protect public hoalth and welfare could be used to

support additional litigation against airport owners. This

could follow frum the mere act of .Identificatlon."

2. Under the Burbank decision, overall _ederal regulatlo, is

necessary.

3. Federal regulation, including Federal airport noise certification

may shift liability from airport ow.ers to the Federal Goverru_ent;

but "achievement" should reduce airport noise liability.

There are also possible liabilities for the Federal Government

as the proprietor of military airports.
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4. Any shiit in ilablllty to the Federal Government may

be a problem during the period between Federal Id_n-

tlflcntion and the nchlevem_nt of noise levels

requisite to protect the public health and welfare.

If the court were to hold that liability had shifted

by reason of preemption, a leg_slntlve solution for

the interlm period Is unlikely because liability would

i_¸_ probably be based on _h_ constitutional requirement

that Just compensation must be pnid for the taking of

proper_y,

Airport proprietors may under some conditions and depending upon

in som_ sltuations_erpretatlon by t|lecourts either by _irport rule

or in l_ases with airport tenants_ p1_c_ conditions upon the use of the

alrpor_ propertyj such as restrictions on the typ_s of aircraft which

i¸: may us_ _he alrportj nomber of operations per day per les_ hours

_:. _ o_ ope_a_ion of th_ alrpor_ noise _Imlts to be complied _Ith_

_ or a schedule o_ l_ndlng fees based on noise generated. IIowever_

IL mus_ be emphasized that the proprietary righ_ to _rite noise

_ conditions into leases or adopt airpor_ rules may _e_l be denied

if they result in a substantial burden on interstate air conanerce.

o Local govornmon¢s can and must develop compatible land use

• ¢ozlrr_[_ _r_ul_d _{rl_ort_ _sin_ approprt,lte cumu|at[v_ nols_

¢,1"i t _'r I ;I,

lla_cd on th_sc' I_ndin_ and on the nois_ criLer_a docLl_lcllt
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Section 5 of the Noise Control Act of 1972, EPA intends to take the

followlng actions as authorized by Section 7(b) of the Act:

o In order to obtain an environment consistent with public health

and welfare needs with respect to noise, the Environmental Protection

Agency will proposo to the Federal Aviation Administration:

--Regulations concerning flight and operational noise

controls. The regulations will include options for I_

takeoff procedures, approach and landing procedures, l

and minimum flight altitudes.

--Amendments to PAR Part 36 to specify lower noise

levels for future aircraft.

--Regulations to control and reduce the noise emissions

from existing aircraft. The FAA's proposed Fleet Noise

Level (FNL) methodology will be considered as a flexible

means of prc_otlng any of the source technology options/

{nacelle treatment, reran, or aircraft replaceme!%t.)

: _ --CoOperative actions to develop an airport noise certi-

fication regulation that will assure control over cumu-

lative noise near airports.
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EPA recognizes thac the implementation of a national airport nolse

certtf_cation progcam encompasnes a number of interrelated aspects requiring

thorough and careful review° The acquisition of substantial _nforma_ton_

in addition to that already _vatlnble to EPAD In required from all parties -

govern_en_al_ public tnteres_ groupsj industcy_ private citizens - to pnrmit

evaluation and tn_erpretation of _he benefits and costs associated with

_. the noise levels cequirtng certtf_u_lon. Of particular interes_ for fucthec

• study_ fo_ example_ are the tmpacc of various noise levels relat£ve to:

tnCerference wt_h l_ters_a_e commerce;

cost _f implementation a_d _ethods of financing;

_rport opecn_or control over non-airport noise sontriblJ_ing to

the cumulative noise level _round airports;

effect on extnttng international a_c-tcanspo_ agreements on

atrpor_ use;

enforcemen_ wi_h respec_ to (1) existing land uses and futuce zon£ng

actions around airports which are beyond the control of the a_rpo_

opera,or; and (2) ptlo_ flexibility necessary for a_rcrnft operation|

t_me-phasing for a_rports to achieve _tandards; and

sensitivity to _o_al pepulatton lmpac_ and benefits _o be achieved°
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EPA will vigorously undertake the responsibilities for

coordinating Federal noise control and Federal noise research

and development activities, as provided for in Section 4 of the

Act. It will also amplify the present activities relating to

assistance to State and local government model legislation, and

in providing advice and information to the public.

The cumulative noise level concept is useful; not only because

it summarizes the total contriution of individual noise sources, but

because it also allows decision makers to take into account the

total benefits associated with the achievement of a particular

level.

Taking all of the above actions as a whole, the Agency will

in effect be establishing a comprehensive set of national aviation

noise reduction objectives. These will be critically viewed

against the health and welfare criteria and environmental effects

goals now being prepared, along with further inform_Ulon on

technology, economics and other factors, and revised accordingly.

In so doing the Agency will continue its present practice of

consultation with the various affected interests, and with other

Federal Agencies. The periodic Reports co the Congress, called

for in the Act, will provide information as to an evaluation of

the effectiveness of progress toward achieving a comprehensive na-

tional pattern of action to meet the objectives of the Act.
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